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Malice Toward

Vol. XI.

SATURDAY,
C

:

The Danger Signal
Home-Tale- nt

Comdy-Dram- a

Penitentiary" for 1913.
It is 'a little suggestive perhaps
under existing conditions but a
perusal of the text of the report
convinces us that ' it is a better
place to be than it used to be. It
is a really interesting document

I.O.O.F. Opere House.
Roy, N. M.

and gives evidence of good faith

Feb. Fourteenth.

r

and"

instruction

Saturday Evening,

of

the inmates and the many things
that are being done to make them
better citizens when they are released is a aiark of advanced
civilization of which we are

proud.

Staged by Mr. C. A. Armor assisted by. a carefully trained Company selected for personal fit- -

When we consider that our
present conditions permit many

A Play that will Please You.
CAST.

worse and more dangerous men
to not only run at large but to
enjoy positions of emolument and
Public trust than some who are
incarcerated in chis penal institution, we rejoice that our penitentiary is in the hands of mod
ern, sympathetic and honest men.
The stories, rife in the daily
papers of late which, at most
indicate leniency to some undeserving of it do little to detract from the satisfaction the
must
people of New Mexico,
get from the bettered conditions
new administraunder the

Mr. En fie Id,alias Capt.

Williamson-Pro-

f.

Wm. G. Johnson,
Wronged, Revengeful, at times Insane.

Stella Enfield,

Miss Mayme Hern,
The Heroine""

Dr. Valerian.

Wilcott Russel,
reader Scoundrel

Ps.ychologist-Hypnotist-Mi- nd

and Charlatan.

Chester Norman,
,

Carlos Branch,

The Lover and a most Extrordinary young man.

Mother Foresight,

tion.

Peter Bullock

Alberto Branch

Retired liag Merchant Much in love and very Jealous.

Miss Angle,

it becomes corrupt, as has past
administrations to turn them
out summarily and so unanimous
l.v that even our vicious system
of elections will not allow them
to jniscount votes as has; been
done to keep themselves in

Newly-rich-

Miss Lillian Griner.
,

affected and affectionate.

Nora,

Miss Grace Collins,

Irish servant girl with ideas of her own.
Pat', Malic ney,
Olin Leach,
Irish and a bit av a Blarney.
Charles Norman,
Irvin Ogden, Sr,
Dignified and believes- in Dicipline.

po vv'er.

-

c A Armor,

Persimmon,
Club

Meeting

Negro Servant with funny streaks.

The Embroidery Club held a
regiilar session with Mrs. F, J.
Sheltren at her home on the
claim Thursday.

Time-T- he

Present,

Scene-A-

n

Island of the

V

Great Lakes.

Every con

veyence available was pressed
into service to. get them out there
as the Club always anticipates
the best time on the circuit at the
Sheltren home. They were not
disappointed in this instance and
are still worrying their friends
with the story of their doings.

Specialties Between Acts.
H

No. tf

A party of about fifty friends
of Leo Wagner drove out in autos
buggies, wagons and any old-wa- y

Saturday night to the Wagner
home to serenade him and his
bride. They were not allowed
to make much noise but weie
cordially received and feasted in
the good old hospitable style of-German-America-

The hew

ns.

Mrs. Wagner is the cutest little
bride we have seen in many a
dny and we easily understand
we say it without disloyality to
the Roy girls why he should
have traveled eleven hundred
miles after her. It is up to the
g
people of Roy to make up in
nice to her for the difference
between New Mexico prairies
aLd the advanced 'civilization she
has been accustomed to and to
make her forget the luxuries of
the "Middle East" and adopt
our ways without looking back.
ba-in-

Prof. R, S, Trumbull was in
town Sunday and Monday till
noon calling on friends in the interest of the StateOollegeCourse.
It appears that Roy is the only
town on the line of, the EP& S W
that has ambition enough to put
up for the whole course and it is
to be divided up and fitted to
the needs of the smaller communities.
The plans for Roy are not yet
completed but will be fully announced as soon as they are
ready.

Mrs. W.H. Willcox,

Always there at the right moment. No Fortune Teller.

It is the duty of every good
citizen to uphold the State Ad-- ,
ministration so long as it continues thus to deserve it and if

7, 1914,

Bidding Them
Welcome Home

toe

A Play Full of Human Interest,
Clean Comedy, Irish Wit, Revenge, Heavy Tragedy, Jealousy,
Courtship, Intrigues and a lot of
Clean Fun.

er

tertainment

FEBRUARY
1

and competence of the present
administration which is pleasing
to one who aspires to become a
in this state.
The arrangements for the en-

ft1'

Nne With Charity For All- - And With Firmness In The Right
El

We are in receipt of a copy of
the "Report of the Board of
uperinten
, Commissioners and
dent of the New Mexico State

Tax-pay-

IfI

A IIFP

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.

Report from the
Penitentiary

(,

$ MI

y V
3

Admission 25 and 35 cts. n

AU iinviieo.
11

House-Warmin-

g

Last week we overlooked a
news item which, while it has not
been mentioned to us causes us
a feeling pf chagrin.
We especially asked partis who
knew of the "House-warming"

party which the friends

and
neighbors of Mr. and Mrs, T. 0.

Scott held as a surprise to them
last Saturday evening and then
promptly forgot it. They have
recently built a large addition to
their home northeast of town. It
was also near the 15th anniver
sary of their marriage. Á num
ber of their neighbors got to
gether and went in on them with
unch baskets, oysters and a
and
world v of
night
letter
for
made it a red
them,
The Scott's are among the
most progressive and success
ful homesteaders on this mesa
and we are glad they were thus
remembered even if we could not
'
be present.
good-fellowsh- ip

THE

SERIAL

I

STORY
3

Isolated
Continent
A Romance of the
Future
By

Guido von Horvath
and Dean Hoard
Copyright,

by W. a. Chapman In
RlntM ttnil IImhI Urituln

1918,

the Unlto4

For fifty years the continent of North
America had been isolated from the rest
of the world by the use of
a wonderful Invention- - of Hannibal Prudent.
country
The Invention had saved the
from foreign Invasion, and the continent
had been united under one government
with Prudent as president. For half a
century peace and prosperity reigned In
this part of the world. The story opens
with President Prudent critically ill. His
death is hastened by the receipt of a
message from Count von Werdenstein of
Germany that he has at last succeeded In
penetrating the rays. Dying, he warns
his daughter Astra that this means a foreign Invasion. He tells her to hurry to
the Island of Cirynith, but dies before he
can tell the location of the place. Astra
Is nominated for the presidency by the
continental party. Napoleon Edison calls
un Astra, lnrorms her that he was a pu- ii or her father s, and promises to help
er. Ha pIvph her a rlnir marta nf ft new
ly discovered substance which, he says,
will solve the problem of flying. Cheval-Je- r
dl Leon appears in Europe. He notes
that preparations have been completed
for an Invasion of America. He calls on
von Werdensteln and offers him the secret of making gold. He demands in return absolutu disarmament and peace.

Continued.
Seemingly it was a pleasant, enjoyable social affair, with everything so
smooth and polished that one might
easily make a dangerous slip and
break his own neck.
When Chevalier dl Leon arrived in
his apartment he was well aware that
he had been followed, but he did not
care. He was thinking of the bewitching Countess Rosiny, Where had
he met her?
At last he found the place in his
well classified memories. "The American Cafe Restaurant," he ejaculated.
Then without further delay he went to
V

bed.

The chancellor eat in his library
awaiting the report of his' followers.
As soon as he received the information that the chevalier had gone to
bed and was eafely sleeping he did
likewise, but he did not sleep as
soundly as di Leon. He had troubled
dreams.
The reports that the chancellor received from the men who were following the chevalier the next day were
not exciting. He had visited the museums, studied new industries and, in
fact, was interested in everything.
Shortly before nightfall he went to
his hangar, brought out his 'plane and
cruised about above the city, finally
ascending to such a height that he almost vanished from the eyes of the
detectives. By ten o'clock ho was
again at the hotel
Saturday evening the chevalier attended the house ball at the palace
it the Countess Rosiny." He even
played at the card tables, losing a few
gold pieces. The detectives obtained
a number of twenty mark coins and
sent them to the chancellor with their
report; every one was of nineteenth
century make.'
The Countess Rosiny was summoned
to a long confidential talk. No one
knew what they discussed, but when
the countess was home and alone in
her dainty, perfumed boudoir, she
locked the door and flung herself on
her sofa, weeping bitterly.
shall betray him. the first real
,

"II

man I nave ever seen; Desides, how
can I be certain that he will love me?"
She clenched her little fist and shook
It at the portrait of a man who hap
pened to be her husband. "You fiend,
see what you have made of me!"
Everything went smoothly; nobody
Interfered with the chevalier's actions
One evening, after returning from
one of his daily aerial trips, as he
Jumped out of his machine, a dark
robe was cast over his head and
number of men grasped him. He
struggled, but strong hands held him
fast, and a few minutes later he was
bound and nearly suffocated by
heavy cloth that shut out the air.
Then the cloth was removed and
tight fitting bandage placed over his
..

eyes.
"Will the chevalier promise to keep
quiet?" asked a strange voice. "For,
in that case, I will not be forced to

gag him."
"I promise," was the helpless cheva
lier's answer.
He was placed on a stretcher-likaffair and carried away.
He could not see, but hie sense of
hearing told him that they carried
him to a near by hangar; there he
was placed in some kind of a tonneau
and he. heard the chug, chug of a very
powerful motor. The buzz of the pro
pellers followed.
The next moment he felt the lift
ing of the aeroplane; the air craft
made one turn, then shot out tinder
full power.
Several hours passed
wunout cnange, dui wnen tne ma
chine began to descend he recognized
the fresh, salty air of the ocean, and
he heard the water break on the rocks
in a peculiar, mournful manner.
The machine landed and he heard
muffled talk,, but could not understand
it. At last he was lifted out from the
tonneau of the machine and carried
into a building where the bandage
was removed from his eyes and the
ropes cut.
He found himself in a simply fur
nished, clean room with a uniformed
officer standing beside him.
unevauer ai Leon, tnis is your
room; tomorrow we will have a talk."
He saluted courteously and, turning
on his heels, left, locking the door
behind him.
e

SYNOPSIS.

CHAPTER

SPANISH-AMERIOA-

.

Acial fiction was to consult with the the girl whose
unitary commanders, then to send painfully.

out a proclamation to all the republics
of the greatest union of the world
giving them detailed instructions re
garding the defense of the continent.
In accordance with the decision of
the most competent military men
General Eugene Grant Gunner was appointed commander in chief of the con
tinental armies of America. Exten
sive arrangements were made to en
list those who were willing to take up
arms for the defense of their country,
and the old form of national guard
A
tactics were revived.
Astra labored day and night though
she prayed that God would prevent
the bloodshed for which she was pre
paring her people
The
Mr. Hale, was
announced to her one evening. He
bowed deeply before her as the Pres
Ident, then with the familiar air of a
close friend, he took Astra's hand in
his.
"My aear gin," he began, I am
much troubled; your efforts will un
aermme your neaun. Tne roses on
your cheeks are already turning pale
You should think of yourself in the
Interest of the ynion, or. you will be
ill. My dear A6tra, you know-homuch I I adore you." He had re
tained Astra a hand, but at these
words she slowly withdrew It.
"I first saw you when under the
care of your father, watched you de
velop, strong and beautiful.
wish
you would let me carry at least part
of your burden. I am a man and I
can stand more than a frail woman."
The girl president blushed: taking
this for encouragement, Mr. Halé con
tinued: "Astra, I love you. will vou
be my wife?"
"Sit down, Mr.
and
be good enough to listen to me."
He obeyed and Astra sat down op
posite him.
"Your proposal honors me, Mr. Vice- president; I am sorry that I am un
--

Vice-presiden-

t,

w

I- -

Vice-presiden- t,

,

y.

,

-

"Your excellency.

was

beating

I have to report

that the confederated fleet of the Eu

ropean monarchies started for Madeira today. I have been a prisocer,
but an hour. ago I escaped. Tomorrow at 10:00 p. m. I will be at the
Crystal Palace to tell you everything."
"I am so very, very happy that I
have at last heard from you!"
Edison bowed; In the hazy background of the picture she could see
another man holding a steering wheel
in his hand, and beside him was the
faint form of
watching Edison.

"I will be there at ten, your excellency."
"I will expect you!"
The picture vanished. She leaned
over the plate that had, a second ago,
reflected the Image of the man In
whom she placed all her hopes.
As she took the paper out of the
machine to see the message she pondered: "The message came from Helgoland, and he says he will be here
tomorrow. How" can that be?"
Recalling that the
was waiting for her, she went back
to the green room.
"A very important message came,"
she said to Hale, in extenuation of
her long absence. Then, after a short
pause, she added: "I nay as well tell
you now, the confederated Europeaji
fleet Js on Its way to Madeira."
The
gasped. "And
you have connections with Europe,
your excellency?"
She smiled at his surprise. "Not
connections; only one, but that one
I believe' in implicitly."
. "Then
there will be a session of
the union ministers tomorrow?"
"Not tomorrow, but very likely the
day after."
When the tired, but now happy girl
was alone, undisturbed, she kissed the
ring with the word "Cirynith" on it,
and looked up to heaven with Joyfur"
eyes. The man who gave her the ring
'
was coming.
Vice-preside-

Vice-Preside-

nt

CHAPTER VIL,.

CHAPTER VI,
The Message From Helgoland.
The election was over. Astra Prudent, daughter of Hannibal Prudent,
had been elected President of the
United l .cpublics of America. The
dignified Ambrosio Hale won the
The elections of the southern republics took place at different
dates, but throughout the continent
the continentals were in power.
The girl, upon whom future respon
sibilities rested heavily, was strengthening herself for coming events. She
was occupied consulting politicians,
generals, admirals, making flying trips
to the fortifications that were rapidly
going up, or being remodeled accord
ing to the new requirements of the
times.
Constantly she expected news from
the man she had seen only once, the
man whom she looked upon as the deliverer of the American continent, and
also the man she loved.
Days, weeks, months went by. The
day of inauguration came. She had
expected .confidently that she would
hear from him.
The ceremonies occupied almost the
entire day, and the evening was spent
at the ball given by the continental-ists- .
Throughout the congratulations
that were received a shadow was hovering over all.
It was late when Astra arrived at
her home. She looked over the cor
respondence that awaited her. There
was no line from the man whose handwriting she had never seen, no news
whatever from Napoleon Edison.
Yet he had said: "You will hear
from me as soon aa I can tell you
something definite. When you need
me I will be at your side ready to
help you."
With these thought to console her
she bent her head to sleep:
The President was J at her office
early the next morning. Hefflrst oí-

heart

"IWill

Be There

at

10, Your Excel

lency."
áhle to accept It. The times that we
aro living in aré such that matters
such as this would be out of p'ace,
and while you have all my sympathy,
I cannot tell you that you have my
love."
A sigh escaped her lips; she thought
of the man whom. she loved, for whom
she felt that she was created. iShe
yearned to say some soothing words
to the friend of herfather, but Just
then a sharp ringing sounded through
the whole suite. It was a signal for
extremely important communications
and she left hurriedly with a glance
pleading for Hale's pardon.
A moment later Astra was in the
library putting the '
in working order with shaking fingers.
She could hardly believe her eyes; the
pointer of the machine was on the Island of Helgoland, the great German
fortification.
The machine was at last adjusted;
the sparkling stopped and the strong,
manly voice of Napoleon Edison was
heard. His picture appeared on the
helio pi ate, bowing smilingly toward
electro-stylograp- h

- -

The Prison.
The morning after the imprison
ment of the Chevalier di Leon a mil
itary official came into the room that
served as his temporary cell.
"I have the liberty to offer you the
freedom of the fort in case you give
your word of honor not to try to escape. It will not cause you any uneasiness to do that, as there is not
the slightest chance for you to gain
your liberty."
"Captain, I thank you very much;
not only will I not give my word, but
I -- will tell you plainly that I Intend
to do my best to escape from this
prison, where your superiors have
placed me without having the slightest cause for the action." He smiled
pleasantly at the captain and contin
ued: "I can see that you realize how
feel about it, and for that reason I
advise you to be on the alert or. I
will escape,"
"Just as you please, chevalier It
Is my duty to make your temporary
detention as, pleasant as possible, and
if agreeable to you we can get ac
quainted at the breakfast table."
"That sounds good. I am hungry."
was. comfortable
The dlniflg-rooand pleasant;
the Veakfast was
simple and wholesome.,
Prisoner and guard sat silent for a
while, and at last the chevalier said:
"I suppose it is vain for me to ask
you the name of the place whve I am
mprisoned?"
"You are, right, chevalier!"
"You have an advantage over me,
captain. You know my name and I
don't know yours; is It against your
orders to tell me?"
'No, Indeed, chevalier; my name is
Hans Euler."
"Thank you, Captain Euler. I as
sure you that I am glad I have made
your acquaintance."
They talked
pleasantly during
breakfast. Afterward the captain es
corted his prisoner lato the adjoin-ng reading and billiard room. Tjay
played a same of carambol.
TO BE CONTINUED.!
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Professional Cards

Church Directory .
The return to good weather and
of
SPANISH AMERICAN roads has induced a species
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
insanity in the minds of Roy's
Registered Augüst 27, 1912,
young men that nothing short of Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Physician and Surgeon
a Motor, car of their own can at Scnool house. Your presence
Editor aQd Publisher
Office At Residence
cure right. The advent of the is necessary.
Supt,
Rev.
G.B.Hall,
"Cycle-carand
its
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Subscription
- new little
$1.50 Per Year
people
among
the
matter at introduction
Entered as second-clas- s
CATHOLIC
here has touched a responsive
the postoffice in Koy, N M.
A. S. HANSOM
chord and those who aspire to
Mass once each month at the
Notary Public
live while they do live can but Catholic Church. Dates announcA notice has been posted in want one of them.
Legal documents and papers
ed in advance.
Roy announcing something about
acknowledged.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
a Deputy Assessor coming here
Tommy Nalepinski, the little
NEW MEXICO
ROY,
Priest in charge,
next week to make an assess (Printer's Devil) who juggles most
ment for 1913. There may be of the type for this paper, grew
Presbyterian,
some persons can tell from homesick to see his mother and
reading the notice what it means sisters and went to Dawson, last
Sermon every third Sunday
but we frankly admit we can't. Saturday where they are stay
School house.
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Physician and Surgeon
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ple of this Mesa all standing in Tuesday He is not favorably
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THE

SAINT VALENTINE

AND

THE IMP
Happy Ending of Lovers' Quarrel
That Had the UsuaT Foolish
Beginning in Jealousy.
I

By LYDIA F. PFEASTER.
1 A LOVER'S quarrel

.Is

is a very serious
matter; a lover's
quarrel
on the
'
13th of the month
is worse; but the
climax of calamities, is a lover's
quarrel on the
13th of February.
But, it was on
this night that
Frank Miller and
sweetheart,
his
Billy Mayfair, were doomed to disagree. They were both invited to a
St. Valentine party and Billie sat.
dressed and expectant, waiting for
her lover to take her to the party.
The hour set for Frank's arrival
came and passed, but no young man
In his new buggy put in an appearance. When a girl is engaged to a
doctor, she becomes accustomed to an
occasional wait, and Billie was not
much disturbed. Frank was one of
the two doctors in Hiwassa.
Another half hour crawled by, then
a message was delivered to the now
Indignant Billie.
"Detained by matter of importance.
Will explain when I come. May be
late but be sure and wait for me.
Frank," ran the message. ,v
Disappointed, yet patient, Billie
seated herself by the sitting-roowindow. Suddenly her small brother,
Eustace, otherwise known as the Imp,
gave a shout from his pérch on the
front gate.
Sis, come here! Come here this
minute."
Billie was glad of a diversion and
.

m

obeyed

at once.
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not be left, alone. The young doctor
was forced to offer his services.
This had taken time, still it Billie
had cared the least bit for him, she
would have waited. There was no
question about It.
The remainder of that night she
passed in tears, and It was with a
heavy heart that she rose on ValentinThe day Itself was beautiful and
mild with a south wind blowing.
The Imp had swallowed his breakfast
and was begging his sister to make a
kite. It was while she was cutting
and pasting on this toy that he, in
chattering about the neighborhood at
large, told her the reason for Frank's
delay the evening before. He had
heard it at the party.
"Yes," he finished as his sister, with
a shaking hand, passed him his completed kite, "he had to fetch Marge
Roper, himself. That was when we
saw him. wasn't it, Sis?"
It would have been difficult to clas
sify Billie's sensations. She felt mean
and unworthy, yet there was a streak
of pure glory running through all.
Frank was noble and
and best of all he was faithful.
Clearly, she must apologize. It was
hard to do, but it was the only way
out She wasted the morning in
wretched indecision then, at last, a
thought struck her.-- Why not get out
of it gracefully by writing a valentine. She could be much bolder on
a valentine.
The valentine was written. It must
be delivered that day by a messenger,
and, since the Imp had helped to
cause the trouble, he must act the
part of. St. Valentine's envoy and
make peace.
She put on her pretty brown dress
and her brown and scarlet toque and
went forth in search of the small boy.
When she found him he was having
much enjoyment with the kite. As
Billie tramped across the new ground
towards him, she saw a tall, broad- shouldered man In a long overcoat
backed up against the fence watching
the Imp's maneuvers with the kite.
She decided to pretend she had not
seen him, though a wonderful scheme
darted into her brain as soon as she
caught sight of him.
She soon reached the Imp, and after
a few earnest words with her he drew
in the kite. They worked over It a
minute then, while she held it aloft
he took the cord and scampered away.
An obliging puff of wind came along
and shot the kite upward. The Imp
sped on. The kite, true to Its nature,
swayed from side to side and, as the
boy paid out the twine, soared upzigward, made an erratic
zagged around for a hundred yards or
more, then, with a triumphant spurt
of speed, sailed into a leafless cherry
tree near the fence.
The Imp came to a halt and looked
mournfully at the kite nodding its
head over a limb.
Then, apparently for the first time,
the small boy discovered Dr. Frank
Miller standing near him.
"Please, Frank," whined the Imp,
"get me the kite. You can stand on
the fance and reach it with your
cane."
And, since the Imp had a sweet, unkind sister, poor Frank climbed the
fence and, after a trial or two, dislodged the kite which came swaying
downward with a waggish, grotesque
movement into his hand.
Pinned across its knowing face was
a sheet of note paper on which? in
Billie's writing, was scribbled the following:
"Frank, you dear, cross old Valentine! Don't be horrid "any more, but
Billie forgivegive your
ness."
The Imp, grinning in sympathy, was
left suddenly with his mouth ajar in
madman
amazement at a
tearing across the field, headed for a
brown and red apparition and, to the
Imp's disgust, carrying the kite with
self-sacrifici-

.

"Looka!" He pointed wildly down
the road. "Ain't that Frank kitln'
along the cross road? Gee Whiz! It
is, and that's Marge Roper he's got.
They're goin' to the party"
When Frank, two hours after his
note, reached the Mayfair house, he
found that Billie had gone to the
party.
Hurt and disappointed, he drove on
alone. The ñrst sight that met his
tired eyes was Billie not wearing the
willow but going through a dance
with Louis Davis with every indication of enjoyment.
She almost ignored his greeting and
was turning her shoulder od him when
Frank caught her hand right under
the exasperating scrutiny of Davis.
"How dare you!" she exclaimed.
"Billie, what is the matter?" he demanded in turn.
"Nothing. Are you alone?" she
asked with an air of surprise. "Please
let me go. This is my dance with Mr.
Harvey."
Frank could not believe his eyes or
ears. But he was not so easily rebuffed, He waited till her dance with
Harvey was over. When he confronted
-- her once more, her rage
and "hurt
pride found voice in the
. bitter words:
"Why don't you leave me? Can't
you see I am done with you? Don't
Bpeak to me again."
Almost stunned, he made bis way
out of the curious, whispering crowd,
Into the mild February night, climbed
Into his buggy and set out for home.
His world was in ruins about him.
This night that he had meant to be
one of the happiest and most momentous of his existence, had marked the
end of things. Why had Fate
ent
him that, unlucky call to see old
Widow Candis, who lived alone and
had selected this evening of all others
to fall down the cellar stairs and
break her arm?
He had to set the bone; then, as him.
"Ain't big folks silly?" remarked
ill luck would have it, no one could
be found to go for her granddaughter, the Imp.
Marge Roper. The old woman could (Copyright, by the McClure Newspaper
syndicate.
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Oh, Emellne,
With Eyes that shine
My Valentine,

Tour most benign
He can't resign
His Valentine.
'Twould be condiga
Should you decline
His Valentine.
Say you'll Incline
To soon be mine
My Valentine.
For thee I pine
Whilst I recline, "
My Valentine.

"

e's-day.

FORMER SENATOR

VALENTINE VERSE.

HAD BEEN

IS DEAD

PROMINENT

NA

IN

TIONAL AFFAIRS FOR HALF
A CENTURY.

WORK WAS IMPORTANT
VETERAN ILLINOIS SOLON'S LAST
WORDS WERE TRIBUTE
TO LINCOLN.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington.

Former Senator Shel-

by M. Cullom

of Illinois died here
after an illness of more than a week,

during which he hovered between life
and death. His last words were a wish
that he might have lived to see thf
completion of the national memorial
to Abraham Lincoln, who was his personal friend.
Since his retirement from the Sen- My name I sign
ate last March Mr. Cullom has been,
resident commissioner of the commisYour Valentine,
sion created by Congress to build tho
Dost thou repine
$2,000,000 memorial to Lincoln.
Of my design.
Oh, Valentine?
A little more than a week ago he
At thy dear shrln
was taken with grippe. His advanced
I drink and dine
age put his recovery beyond hope, but
Oh, Valentine.
his wonderful vitality postponed the
Some day we'll Jine
end from one sinking spell to another.
'Twill be so fine,
He was eighty-fiv- e
years old and had
My Valentine.
a
years
fifty
récord
of
of continuous
To verses nine
public service.
My name I sign-Valentine.
Cullom was a figure of national importance for more than thirty years,
MIGHT PUZZLE THE SAINT and held public office for more than
half a century.
In the general exchange of greetHe began his political career in 1856
ings, that vary from the penny card when he was elected city attorney for
to the expensive floral offerings to
friends, sweethearts
and wives, it
may be interesting to look to the why
and wherefore of this day's celebraOn,

tion.
In the first place, there doesn't seem
to be any reason why little Eros, the
god of love, has been so hopelessly
tangled up with the austere bishop
who gave his name to the day.
Tradition gives us no reason for attributing love songs of" lilting messages to the good old saint Indeed,
he was far from the thoughts of the
human emotions. His tranquil stead-

faith
Christian
fastness to the
brought down the wrath of the Claud-iapersecution, and he was thrown
into prison. The blind daughter of
the keeper of the prison pitied the
unfortunate captive and tried to comfort him. She was rewarded by the
return of her eyesight, due to St Valentine, legend tells us. Because of
this he was dragged through the
Btreets and finally beheaded.
Perhaps the pity of the blind girl
was akin to love, and there may be
this faint claim to the invasion of
this factor. J
At any rate, ladles have sighed and
lovers have burst forth Into avowals of their affections, on paper.
In ihe days of the quill pen," the
valentines were considered a luxury,
and hours were spent guildlng and
painting and decorating with verse,
home-mad- e
and otherwise. Hearts,
doves and cuplds were brought into
declaraplay, and If one halted for-tion of passion that was glowing and
ardent he had but to turn to the
"Valentine Writer, or tne Lover's Instructor," á guide to the passionate
expression of the heart's love.
r
In 1800 the first
val
entine appeared for sale. Since that
time factories of many lands have
been busily making millions of these
little and great effusions.
Poor St. Valentine would be astonished at the impetus that he has
given to
business and the malls.
He would probably rub his eyes. and
gasp at the way his name has been
taken as a clever excuse for the ex
change of affectionate courtesies.
n
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CULLOM

M.

was elected a member of the House of
Representatives of the Illinois Legisin 1860,
lature, and was
serving until 1865, when he was elected to the National House of Representatives. He served in the Thirty-nintConFortieth and Forty-firs- t
gresses. He went back to Illinois and
again was elected to the State Legislature in 1872, serving until 1875. He',
was elected governor of the state in
1876 and succeeded himself in 1880.
He served until Feb. 5, 1883, when he
was elected to the United States Senate and served continuously until
March 3, 1913.
The Cullom family, like the Lincoln
family, were Kentuckians, who emi- -'
grated to Illinois early in the '30s.
Shelby Moore Cullom was born in
Wayne county, Kentucky, on Nov. 22,
1829. He was always identified with
the Republican party and was a strong
factor in the party organization. At
the end of his thirty years as a senator he left the office poorer than
when he entered It. He had no inr
come outside of his salary.
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Messrs. Earl Baum, Ernest Anderson anJ
Joe Goodman former graduates of the Roy
School sptiit Friday afternoon visiting the
S'jhoola. Come again boys as we are always
glad to hare our old scholars with us.
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Alberto in Manual Training Class: Ethel
best way to hold the hammer so
I won't Hash my fingets?
Ethel difiantly; In both hands of to urse.
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Mrs. O. E. Andersoa and Mrs. A. Titter-ingto- n
called on the several rooms of th
school Friday and xpressed themselves as well
pleased with the schools. 3me again ladies.

Eugenia Alldredge of the first giade is
reported quite sick with the measles at her
home.

SCHOOLS.

Marguerite Kennedy is on the siok list this
week, suffering from a bad eold.

Athletics occupies the intermission these days.

Floyd Morris the photographer took a number of pictures of the different rooms of the
school last week and also the school house and
the Manual Training Classes. Most of th pictures were good and can be secured from Mr.
with Dollie
Morris, or by leaving your ord-Farmer or Gertrude Pendleton

t

Start your children to school in time, so they
will not be tardy.
Ellis Abernathy was a welcom caller on
the schools Friday.

r

Raymond Hutchison was absent from school
Monday.

Prof. Johnson:...

Hazel
name?
father's father's first
Mister of course!
Hazel:

At the quarterly election this week Chester
R. Scott was elected Editor and Hazel M.
Sheltren Assistant Editor of the record to

what is your

Hall was absent the latter part of

Roy
week.

lat

.

succeed Sylvan Floershiem and Alberto Branch.
It was also decided to make the length of term
two months instead of three months as form-

erly.

The Fifth month of school closed Friday with
an excellent average daily attendence.

Aleene

letter from Prof. Peiper of Jefferson Okla.
lives us the news that her will make his
claim
future, home after April 1st on his

Boulw,re is assisting in the Spanish

American office this week during after school
hours. Aliene has done good work on the
record, and what she knows about the cases
has been learned while at work with our little
School Paper.

Carlos Branch spent Thursday afternooa
calling on the school. Carlos expressed him3elf
as well pleased with the work of the schdól.
A

.

moith of Roy.

INTERMEDIATE
NOTES

Emma ind Aliene Boulware spent Saturday
nil Sunday at the ranch.
The Misses Minnie and Vivian Griir called on the different rooms of the school last
week. They were well pleased with the work
and promised us another visit son.
pnd Lula Mahoney entered
chol
Monday. They have been attending school at
th Ojo Bonita division of tht Roy School
Leola

.

district.
Master CI arene
last week, Mrs.
were
Armour expressed herself as well pleased
with the work being done.
C. A. Armour and
callers on the school"

Mrs.

z

Miss Collins: To the Third Grade Reading
elephanta'
What is the ivory-froClass
for?
used
Louise: For soap of course.
m

vat. joinnn

m apamsn

;

i

naismaio

ha cortado la yerba.
Elby

The

farmer h covered with grass.

The Ojo Bonito division of the Roy school
closed last Friday, after a four months session.
The teacher Miss Blanche Kitchell has done ex
cellent work at this school this whiter, but the
attendance has been very poor indeed; in fact
the whole term will probably not average over
eight per day, while the attendance of the rooms
if the. town school will average from twenty
five to fiftyfive per room. Thi3 division which
has an enrollment of probaly thirty pi pils should
hsve had a daily attendance of at least twen ty
tanntyfive pupils.

oc

A WORD FROM THE EDITORS
' Having been elected Editor and Editress
f the record for the months of February
and March we expect to keep this little sheet
up to the high standard that its former Editors
held it during their term of office. While we
do not intend to attempt to make it the best
School Paper in New Mexico, but we do intend to keep our readers informed on the
happenings of the Roy Schools, and also
publish a few facts on education. We alone
can not make this paper a success but must
have the continued support of the whole school.
Trusting that' our readers appreciate our
efforts in this work.
We are,
Chester R. Scott Editor.
Hazel M. Sheltren Asst. Editor.
,

Aliena Pendleton of the Seoond grad is
reported quito sick at her home north wst
of Roy.

.

VISIT

i

ROOM

While just the art (if being kinb,
Is all the sad world needs.
few days ago Dr. Gibbs visited ub; we
appreciated this long looked for visit and all
enjoyeii the Doctor's talk on what should be
attained in life. He also seemed pleased with
our effort at doing something in The Industrial
A

lne.
this

Armour visited us last week. She
Mrs.
highly praised the work that is being done in
this room. We are glad Mrs. Armour's little
niece Eula Russell is so well pleased with the
school here.
Kenneth Hall was absent from school Wed.
(j. FloyJ Morris was taking pictures again
Wednesday. So of course i took our pictures
again.
h--

Mrs.

C.

FALLACY OF HARD WORK.
(Contributed)
"Early to bed, and early to rise, will make
a man healthy, wealthy and wise," or words
to that effect, are drummed into the head of
a person from the time he is able to say "da
da," and "ma, ma" until he finally closes his
weary eyes in the sweet oblivion of death.
And j et, how foolish and utterly false is this
all ! By this same old, worn-oproverb, thousands, .ves, millions andmillionsof persons, who
believe implicitly in its truthfulness as the
heathen believes in the powers of diviniation,
are year'y, monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, and
minutely wearing themselves out with weay
toil, ending in nervous prostration, the insane
asylum,tuberculoses, and, last but not least, the
grave and forgetfulness.
Oast your eye (figuratively, of course)
around you. Note all your acquaintances who
are wearing themselves out in obedience to
this idiotic old sinner of a proverb. How many
of them are ''h'althy, wealthy, or wise"? Very
few' you will admit. Yet, ah the time we see
them, ceaselessly striving, hurrying along,
without time to enjoy life, always looking
forward to the elusive phantom of wealth,
which they never find, or, when if finally does
come within their grasp, which is seldom, they
have so inhibited their habits of enjoyment,
that they are forced to continue with their toil
until the end, which is reneraly no far, and
they then leave their savings to their children,
who squander it as fast as it will go, ani are
then, in theirturn, forced to follow the example
of their departed parents
Tak e a typical instance:
The husband is a business man. He thinks
only of his businessand inicreasing it. As a consequence, he neglects his wife for business; she
tends to the children, Fends them to school
prepares the meals, tends to the housework,
wears old - fashioned clothes, hats and thin
shoes, so that the old man may increase his
business. He, on the other hand, hires & stenog
rapher and bookkeeper as business grows, gets
to mingle with his fellow business men in town
and when night comes around, for recreation
takes to the club, or stag parties, never thinking , of the little lady at home, by whose aid
aid and assistance, he is enabled to get along
in the world.
Result: Twenty years later.,. Husband is a
rich merchant, envied and respected by all.
John, the oldest son, has finished his college,
career, and entered into father's business, as,
júnior partner. Charley, second oldest son
is now at college, getting ready io study law.
Irene and Jaqueline, the two girls, are at
a girls' finishing school, learning to make
fudge, dance the tango, and in other ways
shine in society.
Look at mother: Broken down from hard
but withal happy.
work and
Two years later; Charley at law school.
Two girls married, and living happily, John
making great success in father's business, has
to Imogne
just announced his engagement
D'Argenuot, the popular society belle of the
ut

--

So many gods .so many caeds,
So many paths that wind and wind;

Eula Russell is absent from school
week.

THE

A. Anderson, Mrs. Titterington and

The Griner Twins called Friday evening to watch
the girls sew and the boys weave. The ladies
eemed pleased aud had many pleasent words to

say about the Industrial work.
Mrs. W m. c- - Roy visited the Intermediate
room Wednesday

self-sacrific-

e,

-

city.
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(To be continued.
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Gen Francisco Villa, military commander of the rebel forces, disclaimed
any ambition to become president of

SLUGGISH LIVER
No sick headache, sour stomach,

biliousness or constipation
by morning.

A Doctor's First

Question Is.

Mexico.

Canada is to have a parcel post "How are Your Bowelst" A Simlystem very soon, according to anple Remedy that Guarantees
nouncement In a news dispatch from
Good Dowel Action.
Ottawa. The rates become effective
Feb. 10.
Trace the origin of the commoner
ills
of life and almost Invariably you
Emperor William celebrated his
will
find that constipation was the
birthday, hale and vigorous in
body and mind and able still, as was cause. It is not to be expected that a
ihown by his recent wood cluetping mass of fermented food can remain in
exploits, to undertake the physical the system beyond its time without vitiating the blood and - affecting the
work of a man In the prime of life.
congests. the
'Officials of the Mexico Northwest- nerves and muscles. It
ern railroad received word at Juarez entire body.
The results are colds, fevers, plies,
that a train filled with American
headaches,
and nervousness, with its
ranchmen and Mexican which left
indigestion and sleepaccompanying
Juarez, had been held up. by bandits
lessness.
There
is only one thing to
miles south
near Guzman, eighty-fivremove the trouble;
to
do,
is
and
that
of the border.
nature
when
seems unable to do
and
The czar of Russia draws the great- it, outside aid is necessary. You will
est salary in the world $4,800,000 per find the
best of all outside aids a remyear. He also Is the richest of all edy
many thousands are now usthat
monarchs, owning in all 100 estates ing for
this very purpose, called Dr.
and 140 castles and palaces. He has Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Many hun;
30,000 servants, and 5,000 horses and
dreds of letters are received by Dr.
50,000 cattle.
Caldwell telling of the good results
The steamer Almirante arrived at obtained, and among the enthusiastic
Colon with Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. letters is one from LIeutv G. W.
Vanderbilt, the duke and duchess of Vaughan, of 623 W. North St., Decatur,
Manchester and Lord Falconer, who 111. He is 72 and has had a bad liver
were rescued from Vanderbilt's yacht, and stomach since he came out of the
Warrior, which ran ashore in a storm army. He says he tried about everyoff the coast of Colombia.
thing, but never succeeded in getting
The body of the late Lord Strath-con- permanent relief until he took Dr.
and Mount Royal, high commis- Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. He is never
sioner for Canada, was buried with without a bottle in the house, and he
simple ceremonies, In Highgate ceme- Is never without good health.
tery, North London. His body lies beIt has untold advantages over pills,
side that of his wife, who died only a Baits and the various coarse cathartics
few months ago.
A wireless report to Norfolk, Va.,
First Bee Who is that strange-lookinfrom the scene of the collision beinsect in our midst?
tween the Nantucket and Monroe,
Bee Why, don't you know?
Second
which resulted in the sinking of the
He
is
latest thing in the bug line.
the
perlatter, indicate that, about forty
He
has
the place of the horsetaken
sons lost their lives. It is known that
fly.
Weary
Rivets, the autoThat's
the Nantucket boats picked up about
Chicago
News.
mobile
bug.
eighty-fiv- e
persons, including Captain
Johnson of the Monroe.
Makes the laundress happy that's Red

i
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Get a
box now.
Turn the raacals outthe- headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
out
and keep them out with
Cáscarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upeet stomach.
'Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret
straightens you
out by morning. They work while
you sleep.
A
box from
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascarets because they
never grips or sicken. Adv.
10-ce- nt

-

to-nig- ht

to-nig- ht

10-ce- nt
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the Badge.

Little Everett was a member of the
Band of Mercy society, and was proud
of the membership. lie wore his
badge, a small star, as if it were a
policeman's insignia, and was often
heard reproving other boys and girls
for cruel treatment of dogs and cats.
One morning a woman of the neighborhood heard a commotion outside
Everett's home, and, going to the window, was surprised to find Everett
in the act of tormenting the cat
"Why, Everett," she called, "what
are you doing to that poor cat? I
thought you belonged to the Band of
Mercy society,"
"I did," replied the little boy, "but
I lost my star." Llppincott's.
JUDGE CURED, HEART TROUBLE.

I took about 6 boxes of Dodds Kidney Pills for Heart Trouble from
which I had suffered for 5 years. I
had dizzy spells, my eyes puffed,
my breath was
short and I had
chills and backache. I took the
pills about a year,
ago and have had
no return of the
palpitations. Am
now 63 years old,
able to do lots of
Judge Miller,
manual labor, am
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
I found Dodds Kidney Pills and you
may publish this letter If you wish. I
am serving my third term as Probate
Yours truly,
Judge of Gray Co.
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron, Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller about
this wonderful remedy.
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent frea

,

.

Adv.

Taking No Chances.
"Captain," said a wealthy passenger who was about to take his first
trip across the ocean, "I understand
this ship has got several watertight
compartments."
"Yes, sir," was the reply.
"Certain," the passenger went on,
decidedly, "I want one o' those compartments I don't care what it
costs."

It doesn't pay to spend all your time
trying to prove that luck is against
you.
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LIEUT. Q. W. VAUGHAN

and purgatives, for while these do but
temporary good, Syrup Pepsin cures
permanently. The effect of its action
is to train the stomach and bowel
muscles to do their work naturally
again, and in a short time all forms of
medicine can be dispensed with. It
can be bought without inconvenience
at .any nearby drug store for fifty
cents and one dollar a bottle, the latter
size being regularly bought by those
who already know its value. Results
are always guaranteed or money will
be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 203 Washington St., Monticello, 111. A postal
card with your name and address on
it will do.
Not So.

B-z- z.

g

.

Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

GENERAL.

The tango is dead so far as the
All the world's a stage, and some
New York "400" is concerned. It was
people are satisfied to be understudies
buried at Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish's ball.
.
all their lives.
William M. Shemeley, whose funeral
took place at Mount Holly, N. J., had
Tobacco Remedy Guaranteed
years with a toAstonishing:
lived for twenty-fivinstantly jejnove tuste for cigarettes or tobacco

"She loved and lost, didn't she?"
"Nope, she loved and won a breach
of promise suit."
When a man is afraid to think foi
himself It's time the wedding bella
were ringing.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tired-O- ut
-- Have No Appetite.
CARTER'S LITTLE

LIVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days,
They d O MJr
duty.
their
is
Cure Con'

e

of SorU
is.

Carters
broken neck.
ITTLE
aggrefreight
cars,
thousand
Five
111
gating in value about $5,500,000, have
r ill IVER
PILLS.
The weaker a man Is the easier it
been ordered by the Union Pacific
promise.
to
a
break
for him
Railroad Company.
stipation,
Construction of the Natjonal Home
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headachi
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
of the Benevolent and Protective OdPILLi SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
SMALL
is LAXATIVE! BROMO QU1N1NB. Look for
der of Elks at Bedford, City, Va., has That
the signature of H. W. GROVH. Cures a Cold In One
Genuine must bear Signature
been started. The "home" is to cost Day, Cures Grip In Two Days. 26a
,
more than $260,000 and will comprise
The old toper's pack of trouble is
eight buildings.
always full and slopping over.
A deficit of slightly more than
after payment of fixed charges
and dividends was disclosed at New
York in the statement of the United
States Steel Corporation for the last
in any form, or money cheerfully refunded. Bend
86o and receive wonderful remedy by return mail.
Address I.k K, Tobacco CIcum Co., Wlehlli, Hum. áúu

quarter of
Sixteen-year-ol-

d

Weak

TkmÉ

1913.

C

Marion

Gaynor

fourth and youngest daughter of the
late Mayor William J. Gaynor, was
married in New York to Ralph
Isham, son of Henry Heywood
Isham, New Jersey capitalist.
Directors of the National City bank
of New York, the largest financial institution in the United States, voted
to Join the federal reserve system.
Eighty thousand rounds of ammunition, which federal authorities believe
was intended' for use by revolutionists
In San Domingo, was dumped into the
harbor at New York.
The Life Extension institute, with
former President William Howard
Taft as chairman of its board of directors, and with central offices In New
Vork, is the newest forward stride to
prolong life.
Mayor John Purroy Mitchel indicated that his hope that Colonel Goethals
would become New York's police commissioner has not bee removed by the
canal engineer's appointment a3 civil
governor of the Panama zone.
Hey-woo- d

M
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accompanied by pain here or there extreme nervousness
sleeplessness may be faint spells or spasms aliare signals oí
distress for a woman. She may be growing from girlhood Into
womanhood passing from womanhood to motherhood or later
Buffering from- - that change into middle life which leaves so many
wrecks of women. At any or all of these periods of a woman's life
he should take a tonic and nervine prescribed for just such cases
by a physician of vast experience in the diseases of women.
:

--

r
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DR. PIERCE'S

Favorite Prescript!:

has successfully treated more cases in past forty years than any other known remedy. Itf
umum
tamec iorm aa wen as m ww uqmu. ouiu
can now be had. in
dealers or trial box by mail on receipt of 50 cents in stamps.
completely
Miss Elizabeth Lordahl of Berkeley. CaU. in a recent letter to Dr. Pierce said: H. was
broken downlnhealth,lwasacbingandhadpainsalloveriUF body audwassoneiTousthatIcpulds3ara
If anyone talked to me, but I had the good fortune to meet a nurt e who h ad been cured by Dr. Pierce
Prescription. I have never had an occasion to consult a physician since am in excellent health. J
sugar-coate-

a,

-

Pelleta resálate stomach,
Dr. Fierce' Pleasant
tin? crannies
and bowels sngar-coate- d,

Uver

-

-

1
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Shipping Fever
Influema, pink eye, episootic, distemper, and eli nose and throat diseases cured,
and all others, no mutter now "exposed," kept from baring anT of these
diseases with SPOHN'8 LIQUID DISTEMPER CÜKIC. Three to six
doses often cure a case. One
bottle guaranteed to do so. Best thing
for brood mares. Acts on the blood. 60o and II a bottle. 16 and Sly a
dozen bottles. Druggists and harness shops. Distributors ALL WHOLB
8 ALU DRUGGISTS.
nt

gpoHN MEDICAL CO.,
Chemist and Bacteriologists, tíosbeo, Ind., U. 8. A

Obituary

regular ''Cherry Vale" , visit by

Eluapal

Evans, was born
near Mdon: Mo. March 28, 1891.
died at her home inDeming, N M

Jan.
Four years ago she developed
25, 1914,

M'mes, T. M. Ogden and S. R.
Miss Jessie Crouse
Crouse.
was appointed Master at Arms
to arrest Mrs, Russel and keep
her quiet and Mrs. Frank Roy as
a 'committee to look after the
plebean guests and seat them at
the foot of the table where they
could eat only what was brought
to them.
It wis a very appropriate eel
ebrationand we appreciate being
oun-- r lower '
a guest of the
people.

Officers and Stockholders
R. B. JONES. Pbbsidbnt.
C. L. JUSTICE, Cashibb.
Dr. P. B.EVANS.
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
C. E. MoGINNIS, Attorney.
W. H. FUQUA,
Directors.

-

symptoms of Tubérculosis and.
her parents left' their eastern
home and brought her to this
vicinity where, for a time she
seemed to improve, Then it
was thought best to seek a lower
altitude and they removed tb
Deming in the hope of savingher
from the dread enemy. She was
a member of the Christian
Church and lived in a devout
Christian life. Her perfect faith
in the life to come and the Christ
v
O
ian fortitude with which she bore O
her suffering and cheered and encouraged those who loved her
Chas Deaton is busy this week
assuage
most have done much to
in the
locating newcomers
their grief at her loss,
country.
.
Funeral services were held at
The Horn Bros, of White Deer,
the home in Deming Sunday Jan.
18 at 2 30 P. M. conducted by her Texas have located a few miles
Pastor. The beautiful casket west of town.
embowered with roses which
The dance at Mills was quite a
held her earthly remains was
A
success Saturday nierht.
follower to their last resting place
lunch was served about mid- by a large company of friends.
night.
Friends present from a distance
Wire Mrs. Bird and daughter, of
The young people of Palouse
El Ion, Mo. and Mark Melton, ot Valley are making preparations
Diwson,
for a dance hall about 18 miles
northeast of Mills and have every
thing in readiness, and are now
waiting for the lumber to build.

OEBUSMSS-BAMIN-

BANK IS OUR BUSINESS
We claim without blushing, all the essentials necessary to .make our Bus-nes- s

ooooooooooooo

,

G,

o Mills Musings o
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We

that of banking.

tender

a. most

our patrons

satifactory safe service, backed by
experience, substantial capital and
Resources.

We welcome your busi-

ness.
The

.

Roy Trust and

Servings Becrvk

j

,
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Kansas Club Meet

The Meeting of the Kansas
Club at the I.O.O.F. Hall last
Saturday to celebrate the 53rd.
anniversary of Statehood in
Kansas was well attended and
Kansans from all over the mesa
were present. A table stretch
ing the whole length of the Hall
was loaded down with good things
to eat and surrounded by loyal
Kansans and a few favored guests
Miss Phoebe Russel, the Pres.
ident called the affair to order
and, after Invocation by Mrs. G.
B. Hall tuey feel to feasting and

merry malting.

News was received from RatoD

thisweek stating that Mrs. M. S.
Berentz is improving greatly.
Miss Gladys Geggey is mak
ing preparations to leave Mills
to resume her former position in
Trinidad.
Miss Alice Jackson was down
from Springer Saturday and
left Tuesday to resume her work
as teacher in tho public schoois
at Springer. She says there is
no place like home altho it be a
homestead.

Geo. Wagner is making preAfter the feast and a social
an
session a program was rendered parations to leave Mills for
opening with the National Hymn. extended visit with friends and
relatives in Okla.
"America."'
A recitation, "Her Name" by
John Bentley was caljed to the
Dorothy Gibbs,
bedside of his brother who lives
Piano Solo, "Falling Waters"
who was pretty

by Miss Mary Russel,

Reading, "Dear Old Kansas" a
Original poem, by Mrs. W H,
Willcox.
"Chinks" a Human interest
story by Miss Phoebe Russel.
"Drummer Boy" a reading by
M iss Grace Collins, who respond
ed to an encore with a touch of
comedy.
Piano Solo, "Deeds of Valor"
by Miss Mary Russel, who interspersed other musical nu jibers
thruout the program.
Short speeches and remarks
by Fred Ogden and others concluded the program except for
the regular stunts that are pulled
off at all the meetings of the
club. Among these were the

in Oklahoma,
badly hurt while unloading a car
.

of horses.
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THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

Meal Grocery
Sells everything good to

eat. Our prices are

Swope returned from
Dawson where he has been working in the mines.

always right.

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Proctor
and son leave for Oil Fields,

A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

Mr.

Okla.

F. J. Sheltrenhas closed up his
Blacksmith Shop and went to
Dawson last week to take charge
of a big new Steam Shovel.
Frank had years of experience
in this class of work on the
Chicago Drainage Canal in its
construction and is just getting
back "Home"' He is the right
man in the right place.

jr. A. ROY," Manager.
Roy,
3

N. M.
C
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If tongue
Mother!
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

Look,

--

is

--

RECORD. OF . PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR-

A

BRIEF

EIGN COUNTRIES.

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses, the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
cross, half-sicfeverish, don't eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See If tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes, out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrug of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
k,

IN

LATE DISPATCHES

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS

OF THE AGE.

e

50-ce-

HAD ARRIVED AT DESTINATION

After Old Gentleman Spoke, Further
Figuring Was in the Nature of
Wasted Time.
"I've figured the whole thing out,
father," said Mabel. "The car, to begin with, will cost $5,000, which at six
per cent., is $300 a year. If we charge
ten per cent, off for depreciation it
will come to $500 more.
A good
chauffeur can be had for $125 a month,
or $1,500 a year. I havo allowed ten
dollars a month for repairs. The
chauffeur's uniform and furs will come
to about $200. Now let's see what it
comes to: Three hundred plus five

hundred"

"Don't bother, my dear; I 'know
what it comes to," said the old gentleman.'
"What?" asked the girl.
, "My dear," said the father, impressively, "it comes to a standstill, right
here' and now."
-

ECZEMA

ON

ENTIRE

SCALP

It. F. D. No. 2, Sunfield, Mich. "I
was troubled with eczema. It began
with a sore on the top of the scalp,
broke out as a pimple and grew larger
until it was a large red spot with a
crust or scab over it. This became
larger finally covering the entire scalp
and spread to different parts of the
body, the limbs and back and in the
ears. These sores grew larger gradually until some were as large as a
quarter of a dollar. They would itch
and if scratched they would bleed and
smart. The clothing would irritate
them at night when it was being removed causing them to itch and smart
bo I could not sleep. A watery fluid
would run from them. My scalp became covered with a scale and .when
the hair was raised up it would raise
this scale; the hair was coming out
terribly.
"I treated about six months and got
no relief and after using Cuticura
Soap and Ointment with twb application's we could notice a great difference. It began to get better right
away. In a month's time I was completely cured." (Signed) Mrs. Bertha
Underwood, Jan. 3, 1913.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample Of each
free,with 32-- Skin Book. Address posfc
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv,

The President and Mrs. Wilson gave
the second of the state receptions at
the White House in honor of the judiciary of the United States government.
President Wilson signed an executive order putting into operation on
April 1 a permanent government for
the Panama canaT zone and naming
Col. George W. Goethals as the first
civil governor.
President Wilson is opposed to the
exemption of American coastwise
ships from Panama canal tolls. This
is the conclusion of members of the
foreign relations committee who held,
a conference with him.
President Wilson made these nominations: Secretary of the legation at
Santiago, Chile, George T. Summerlin
of Louisiana, now second secretary at
Peking. Second secretary at Berlin,
Roland B. Harvey of Maryland, now
'"
secretary at Santiago.
The nominations of Henry M. Pin-deof Peoria, 111., to be ambassador
to Russia, and Winfred T. Denison of
Portland, Me., to be member of the
Philippine commission and secretary
of the interior of the Philippines,
were confirmed by the Senate.
Organization of a permanent government for the Panama canal zone to
supersede the Isthmian canal commission on April 1st was authorized by
President Wilson with the announcement that the nomination of Colonel
George W. Goethals to be first governor of the canal zone would be sent
to the Senate in a few days.
s
An extensive system of land
for the Hawaiian islands is
proposed in the annual fortifications
appropriation bill reported to the
House by Representative Sherley of
Kentucky.
Upon receiving a report that "the
artistic qualities of the Colorado marble, as compared with the others submitted, in the opinion of the commission of fino arts, fitted preeminently
for a structure of the character of the
Lincoln memorial," Secretary Garrison decided to award the contract for
the construction of the memorial from
that material.
Francis Earl, commissioner of customs, at Hankow, China, brought
President Wilson an autographed picture of Li Yuan Hung, vice president

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
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WESTERN.
A new
oil well is reported to have recently been brought in
400-barr-

el

at Electra, Tex.
William G. Irwin,
sugar planter of Honolulu, died at his
home in San Francisco.
The "Jim Crow" law of Oklahoma
was upheld by a' decision of the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals in St.
multi-millionai-

Louis.

re

.

Robbers dynamited the vaults of the
Merchants and Planter's bank at
0
Humphrey, Ark., and escaped with
in cash. .
years
Daniel C. Brown, eighty-siold, who was known as Kansas City's
"most ardent Democrat," died in
Stockton, Cal.
The condition of George D. Perkins,
editor and publisher of the Journal at
Sioux City, Ia, who is seriously ill at
a local hospital, showed little change.
Earnest Wallace was killed and
John PhiUpps was probably fatally
wounded by Sheriff N. T. Moore while
thex were- - trying to escape from jail
at Hiawatha Kan.
Frank E. Murray, convicted forger,
was sentenced by Superior Judge William Beasly to serve two years as a
hermit in the mountains forty miles
from San Jose, Cal.
An explosion of gas in a sewer main
sent manhole covers flying skyward,
tore up pavements, shatteredjwindows
and wrecked small buildings in the
western part of Detroit, Mich.
Many thousands of carnations were
worn and memorial services were held
throughout the state of Ohio in obanniverservance of the seventy-firs- t
sary of the birth of the late President
William McKinley.
S. Imura. a Japanese gardener at
Mobile, Ala., sent to William Jennings
Bryan, secretary or state at Washington, two radishes, weighing thirty and
twenty-eigh- t
pounds respectively, His
by the report of
prompted
was
action
a California farmer sending Secretary
Bryan a radish weighing twelve
$3,-30-

x

.

N

pounds.

forti-tication-

of China,.
SPORT.

Announcement was made by James
that Jack Coffey probably,
will "succeed Jack Hendricks as manager of the Denver Baseball Club.
Plans for an eight-clucircuit, comprising the leading cities of the Western slope, were outlined by Louis T.
Robinson of Deliver, at a meeting at
Grand Junction.
Phil Kearney at Denver signed articles to meet Soldier Fred Walter in
a
bout at Fort Logan Feb.
7. The pair will weigh in at 142
pounds ringside.
Wilkins sprung a surprise In Denver when he won the
tournament game against Symington
at Sarconi's billiard parlor by a score
of 34 to 26 in" 97 innings.
Maurice Flynn, coast battler, who
has shown much promise in his various ring engagements, was matched
to battle Joe Bishop in a
wind-uat Racine on Feb. 6.
v
Jimmy Clabby, middleweight pugilist, and his trainer, Arthur McQueen,
were admitted to $1,000 bajl each at
Los Angeles, after they had spent
most of the. day in jail on a charge
of assaulting and resisting an officer.
The Supreme Court of New York
denied the application of Robert
one time heavyweight ring
champion of the world, for an injunction restraining the New York athletic
commission from refusing to sanction
his participation in boxing exhibitions
in that state. The commission held
that Fitzsimmons, who is fifty-onyears old, is too old to enter the ring
again. Justice Seabury ruled that the
commission was within its rights in
making such an order.
C. McGill

b

ten-roun-

d

three-cushio- n

The Bricklayers, Masons and Plas-

terers' International Union in convention at Houston, Tex., refused to affiliate with the American Federation
of Labor by a vote of approximately
400 to 200. It was contended that to
enter. the federation would invite complications at a time when the union is
getting all it asks in wages and
terms.
;
A lusty, kicking infant was delivered by parcel post at Hoquiam, Wash.
The "package" which weighed twenty
pounds, was sent by Assistant Postmaster Jesse Havens' prepaid from
Oiympia to the home of a relative,
Mrs. Havens having been taken ill.
Miss Eva Smith, a postal clerk saw to
it that the bundle reached its destination. The distance1 is about sixty
miles.'
WASHINGTON.

.:

.

ten-roun- d

p

Fitz-simmen- s,

e

Measuring He,r.
Secretary Wilson of the Department
"Has your wife a more even temper of Labor suggested to Congress that
than your, own?"
the doors of the United States bo
"More even? No; even more."
closed hereafter to the Hindu laborer.
.

Man Is the

architect of his own

The more rlngá a woman has on her
hair needs
adjusting. -

fingers the oftener her back

Water on the Brain.
Apropos of a railroad's recent omission of the usual dividend, Thomas W.
Lawson said at a luncheon in Boston:
"Watered stock is at the base of all
our financial troubles. Our Ideal of a
financier in the past seemed to be a
good stock waterer."
Mr. Lawson brought his fist down
on the table vehemently.
"I wish," he said, "that retributive
Justice would overtake some of these
fellows. I wish they'd be attacked
with hydrocephalus."
Public Pests.
The Woman Who Never Has
Ready.
Have you ever noticed how many
women go to a ticket window in the
subway or on the elevated, ask for
their ticket and even expect to have it
in their hands, before they begin to
look for the nickel to pay for it?
Have you ever waited in line while
a woman In front of the ticket seller
opened her shopping bag, took out her
handkerchief, groped for her pocket-boo- k
and, when she found it, linger-inglsearched through its compartpiece?
ments for a five-ceA woman is unfortunate in having
no convenient pocket that she can dip
Into for small change. Her money is
usually inside something that is inside
something else. But isn't this all the
more reason why she should have the
consideration and forethought to get
out her change in advance in order
not to delay others?
Needless to say, the woman who
"holds up the line at the subway ticket
office does the same thing when she
buys theater seats or railway tickets.
Hers is a prominent place among
public pests.

Her-Chan- ge

-

-

y
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ANOTHER COFFEE WRECK
What's the Use When There's an Easy
Way Out?
Along with the coffee habit has
grown the prevalent "American Disease" nervous prostration.
The following letter shows the way
out of the trouble:
"Five years ago I was a great coffee drinker aad from its use I became so nervous I could scarcely
sleep at all nights. My condition grew
worse and worse until finally the physician I consulted declared my troubles were due to coffee.
"But being so wedded to the beverage I did not see how I could do
without it, especially at breakfast,
as that meal seemed incomplete without coffee.
"On a visit, my friends deprived me
of coffee to prove that it was harnv
ful. At the end of about eight days'
I was less nervous, but the craving
for coffee was intense, so I went back
to the old habit as soon as I got home
and the old sleepless nights came
near making a wreck of me.
"I heard of Postum and decided to
try it. - I did not like it at first, because, as I afterwards discovered, it
was not made properly. I found, however that when made after directions
on the package, it was delicious.
"It had a soothing effect on my
nerves, and none of the bad effects
that coffee had, so I bade farewell to
coffee and have used only Postum
BÍnce. The most wonderful, account of
the benefit to be derived from
Postum could not exceed my own ex'
perience."
Postum"
Co.,
Battle
by
Name given
Creek, Mich. Write for a copy of "The
Road to Wellville."
Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be well
.

boiled.

....,.

Instant Postum is a soluble powder A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage Instantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
"There's a Reason" for Postum,

.
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Last Resort.
An American millionaire was bringing his beautiful young wife to Europe in order to have her portrait
ACCORDING TO VERDICT OF JURY
OF INTEREST TO ALL
painted.
NEW MEXICO
AT ALAMOGORDO.
''But why don't you try home talPEOPLE .
ent?" a friend asked him.
"Oh," he answered, "we've tried
on an Indictment Charg- home talent in vain I Now we're goNewspaper
"Western
Union News Service.
ing Him With Attempted Muring over to see what the genuine old
A number of California plumed
of Second Wife.
der
masters can do!"
quail were leleased In Quay county.
The foundation for the new school
Her Religious Motive.
house at San Jon has been completed. Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Parson I have been very deThe
Alamogordo, N. M. The jury in the
There are some who already , wish
lighted to see "you at church so reguto amend the new constitution of the case of Hal Harvey Major, who was larly lately, Mrs. Bilger.
state.
charged with the murder of his daughThe Parishioner Yes, sir; I never
The, Phelps-Dodgpeople will spend ter, Eudora, walked silently into the misses a service now. Fact is, sir,
$10,000 In erecting a club house at courtroom and rendered a verdict of I've fall out with my old man, and he
Hurley.
'
hates me to come to church, so I
not guilty.
to
Over 1,000 acres will be planted
The prisoner was led- from his cell comes just to make 'im savage!
Stray Stories. s
combeets in the Maxwell section the
jts the jury was called and showed no
ing Beason.signs of uneasiness, but as the verdict
Two Names Unknown to Fame.
The creamery at Tucumcari is turn- was read he could not restrain his
"I
wonder who made the first uming out from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds, of emotions and burst into tears.
brella?"
butter weekly.
The sheriff was waiting to rearrest
"I don't know. I wonder who swiped
With 10,000 acres of wheat planted Major on an indictment charging him it?"
id Quay county, a yield is expected of with the attempted murder of his 'second wife. Judge Mann showed a writ.100,000 bushels.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets first put up
was 40 years ago. They regulate and invigorate,
A Denver concern was awarded the ten bond for the prisoner, and he
stomach, liver and bowels.
contract for furnishing the Albuquer- released.
tiny granules. Adv.
que high school.
Estimates on State Road Work.
J. E. Johnson is the new postmasNuf Sed.
ter at Logan, succeeding Mrs. H. P.
Santa Fé. The state engineer has
"Why don't you advertise your busiBesse, resigned. .
prepared estimates on the road work ness?"
present
it will be possible to do during 1914
A force of 925 men is at
"I do. I tell it to my wife."
employed in constructing the Elephant on the road funds from various
sources from the 1913 taxes in both
They stop the tickle Dean's MenthoButte dam at Engle;
Cough Drops stop coughs by stoplated
counties.
state
various
and
the
the
The government has established a
ping the cause 5c at Drug Stores.
per
90
on
are
a
These
based
estimates
postoffice at Clifford, placing it in
cent collection of the taxes and show
charge of Alys G. Hart.
Poor Trait of Human Nature:
a total of $302,019 available in state
Most people enjoy hearing their
Notaries have been named as fol- and county road funds and the sum of
lows: Charles A. Caffey, Elida, and $65,575 available in the various bridge enemies roasted more than they do
hearing their friends, praised.
Harriet Pons, Carrizozo.
funds of different counties, that is
4,000
Rabbit meat to the extent of
from special levies." This makes a toDon't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
pounds has been shipped from Eddy tal of $367,694 to be spent during the Bag
Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
county so far this winter.
coming year on the roads and bridges A.t all good grocers. Adv.
Tucumcari is growing so fast its of the state.
And many a man who thought he
citizens are agitating the setting
This money is to be derived from
could
set the world on fire turned out
aside of more ground for public parks. the following sources: In the state
wet blanket.
to
a
be
one
There is likely to be an automobile highway fund: Proceeds from the
prolevy
for roads, $82,000;
postal service from Tucumcari to mill state
A woman is interesting because she
Clovis by way of Grady, making daily ceeds from the automobile license
a man.
isn't
and
estimated
sales,
$10,000.
This
is
trips.
remaining
is
the
from
the
balance
E. J. Payton of Hudson, who winon automobiles, after
tered three hundred head of sheep in sale of licenses
cost
the
of
number plates,
the
the Pecos Valley has disposed of
licenses, and costs of administration
them.
are' taken out. From the forest servCattlemen of' the Chiricahua moun- ice, $6,246. From special road levies
tain section are offering $50 for lions in Lincoln, Otero and Valencia counor wolves taken in that part of the ties, $22,210. Total to be spent by the
state.
s'tate, $120,456.
Jesse Couch of Roswell was instantIn the various county funds, the
gasoline receipts are estimated as follows:
ly killed when a
tank, which he . was repairing, ex- General road and bridge levy $148,-24ploded.
special bridge levies, $65,675
Camino
Real levies $23,922; from the
Lordsburg
Q.
and
Hardin
Martin
of
.
jlj íiTiWiTíiiiiiinim muí iiiiilTímTiTiiTTTÍÍniil
P. J. Reynolds of Fort Bayard have forest service $9,396. Total $247,238.
been nominated ty the President for
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
postmasters.
ÁVegetable Preparation for As
Rectory of Catholic Church.
similating iheFoodandflegula-tin- g
Hugh J. Collins, a lawyer of Clayton
Deming. Contractor E. F. Moran
the Stomachs and Bowels of
was arrested at that place, charged by has commenced the construction of a
A. B. McMillen with embezzlement of rectory for the Catholic church.
A
about $1,800.
on
employed
the
now
are
score of men
San Juan county will hold a prohibi- foundation and the building will be
Promotes Digesfion,Cheerful-nes- s
tion election on Feb. 28, to ascertain completed and ready for occupancy
and Rest.Contains neither
whether the sale of liquor is to be pro- about the 1st of April. According to
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral
the contract it will be made of El
hibited in that county or not.
Not
will conT. L. Capt of Ojito having leased Paso red pressed brick, and
PcoptofOtdDrSAMEimCfER
study, a
fifteen school sections from the state tain six rooms, including a
Pumphin Sttd
all
modern
room,
and
reception
bath
near Mountainair will enter the cattle
MxSenna
improvements.
fíothellt Halls .
business on an extensive scale.
.AnistSttd
f)pptrmint The Goldenburgs of Tucumcari ..are
Rate on Cattle.'
Lower
BiCtuimaUStdn
reported to have sold their sheep holdWorm Sttd
complaint
Santa Fé Following a
Clarifitd Sugar
ings in the adjoining county to White
Wmkrjrten. Flavor.
Consideration, about the rate on cattle from Noria
& Pruitt of Roswell.
e
twenty-livto
El Paso, a distance of
$75,000.
A perfect Remedy for Constipamiles, for which $19 was formerly
. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
tion
George F. Montgomery, an alleged charged,
the State Corporation ComWorms
.Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
bootlegger, was arrested, in Eddy mission wrote the El Paso & Southand
LOSS OF SLEEP
county and taken to Santa Fó by the western about the matter,' although
United States marshal. Montgomery the rate is interstate and suggested
Facsimile Signature of
was held to the grand jury in $1,000 that steps be taken to meet the shipbond by United States Commissioner pers half way. As a result a rate of
Love.
$13 has been announced by the road.
The Centaur Company,
presence
distinguished
of
In the
NEW YORK.
clergymen from all over the United
Injured By Explosion.
States and many of the laity of WashSanta Rita. N. L. Haggerson, son
ington Rev. Frederick Bingham IIcw-deof
Charles .E: Haggerson of the Postal
was consecrated missionary
office here, was very seriTelegraph
Guaranteed under the Food and.
bishop of New Mexico of the. Protesously
burned
in a fire which completetant Episcopal church at St. John's in
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
the home of W. P. Wilthe parish of Georgetown, of which ly destroyed
postmaster
Rita.
at
Santa
kinson,
church he has been pastor since 1902.
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"Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
.

;

e

.

-

-

Sugar-coate- d

.

""

n

Time It! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's Diapepsin la noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It Is the surest, quickest and most certain Indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it la harmless. .
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
life is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it; enjoy it, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs In your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which don't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it Is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
nt

Quite Frenchy.
"Your friend is always chaffing,
isn't he?"
"Yes, indeed; he is quite a

Nations Without Bankruptcy Laws.
China, Japan and Canada are said
to be the only civilized countries having no bankruptcy laws.
-

Putnam Fadeless Dyes will last
til the goods wear out. Adv.

un-

But the man who lives a double life
often has to do two men's work.

For Infants and Children.
i

fifty-gallo- n

0;

The Kind You Have

'

Always Bought

--

Bears tthe
SignatuK 3
of

Narcotic

--

f

L!J

'AW

iF

ft

In

Use

v

.
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f or Over

Thirty Years

n
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Notice for Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of thé Interior, '
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Department of the Interior.

jj

'

Notice For Publication.
:

-

0
U. S. Land. Office at Clayton,
Mexico.
Jan, 24th., 1914.

CZIOIZDfa1Ic51CZIOEZ3
i

SPANISH-AMERICA-

New

Notice is hereby given that William R
Brashears of Roy NM. who on 8
made HE. Serial No, 01180$.
Sec. )2
Addl. No. 012218 for
and NeJ, Section 13,
Township 20, North Range 25E. N. M. P
Meridian.' has filed notice
of
intention to make Three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above dis- cribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at- Roy,
N. M,. on the 21 day of April,

:

''

Jan

19,

1914,

Notice is hereby given that James
WJohnson,of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE 05470 No. 19935 for
NEJ, Section 7 Township 20 North
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of Intention to make five
year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before F. H.
Foster,TJ. S Commissioner, at Roy
N, M. on the. 14th day of April '14,

The Raton Hange say- sMr. and Mrs. John B Findley,
former well known residents of
Raton, arrived last Saturday
flora Detroit, Mich., and made a
brief visit between trains with
friends. Mr. Findley who is an
expert civil engineer, is en route
Claimant names as witnesses;
to Shanghai. China, where he has
R. W. Mitchell,
James L. Hayes
1914.
.
Q
Wm
with
contract
the
Johnson
Chinese
a
taken
William King,
all of Roy, N. MY
Claimant names as witnesses:
government to design, supervise
.Fnnk'SheltreD,
and construct a concrete bridge Robert Holmes,
Paz Valverde,
'
A
R
B
G
Tyler,
Davis,
Register.
over the Yang Tsekiang River.
All of Roy, N. M.
The bridge will be two and one-haNotice For Publication
Paz Val verde,
miles long and 80 feet high;
,
Register.
For the paist 18 months Mr.
Department of the Interior,
Findley has been consulting
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M.
engineer on a new transcontinen- NEAR DEATH
Jan. 19, 1914.
tal railroad in Uruguay.
Notice is hereby given that Jose La
Luz Vigil, of Roy, N M who, on
We used to know "Jack''
BY SMOTHERING Jan 24, 1907, made HE. No. 0445fi
Findley and wife as "Jolly good
14565 for tha
Stf, SWfc SW Sec.
fellows" when he was Resident
1, NEJ NW1
Sec, 12, Township 18
Engineer on the French Tract Bat Husband, With Aid of Cardui, N liante 26 E., N. M. P. M.
has filed notice of intention to make
some four years ago and iater
final five year proof, to establish
Effects Her Deliverance.
when he was Master of the
claim to the land above described,
Masonic Lodge at Springer. We
before W. H. Willcox (J. S. Commis
are certainly glad to see him Draper. N C Mrs. Helen Dalton' o! sioner, ai his office in Roy, N. M.,
place, says: "I suffered for years, on the 13, day
getting in the real game and this
of April 1914.
with pains in my leftside, and would
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
making good,
oiten almost smother to death.
8

10-6--

EJ-SE- 1,

-

.

v

Jan 241914.

04594-0868-

1

-

8

all of

.

lf

3--

,

Notice is hereby given that Katharine
Lucretia Dunbar, Widow of David B
Dunbar, Deceased, of Hoy, N; M wl o,
'
on 5 07
made HE Serials
No. 13465, for NEJ Sec 9
and NW Sec, 10 Township 19 N Rge.
26 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of inténtion to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
D. S. Durrin. U. S. Commissioner,
at
his office, at Solano, N. M. on the 22.
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
George H Ray,
Ma'urica N Baker
PabJo P Bcanah

.

Roy",

N. M.
Paz Valverde

.'
.

'

Register.

8

7

Notice For

,

Re-Putlicati-

on.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan. 23,

.914.

Notice is hereby given that Pearl
Rauch Cawthon,
formerly
Pearl
Rauch of solano, N M who on
mado HE No 23195 Se No. 06322, for
Lots 1 and 2 Ration 7, Township
WN. Range 28 E. NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above describedbeforeRegister
& Receiver of U. S. Land office at
Clayton, N. M. on the 9 day of April

Medicines natched me ud for awhile Pablo A Trujillo
Lee West 1914.
but then I would get worse again. Final- Peter J. Laumbach Leopoldo Andrade Claimant rames as witnesses-Joh- n
ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
all of Roy, N. M.
try cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
Myers
TJKenne'dy,
bought me a bottle and 1 began using it.
Paz
Valverde
C Thompson,
Otto
'
Wm
R Bradley,
It did me more good than all the mediRegister.
cines I had taken.
All of Solano, N. M.,
I have induced many of my friends to
Paz Valverde,
try Cardui, and they all say they have
been benefited by its use. There never
Reg ,ter.
Notice For
has been, and never will be, a medicine
to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it is
Notice 1 or
a good medicine for all womanly trouDepartment of the Interior,

Valentines: A large assortment, Sentimental, Social and
Comic, at the Fairview Pharmacy.

.

8.

Re-Publicati-

2--

on.

Re-Publicati-

bles."

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
For over 50 years, Cardui has been reJaa 23. 1914.
lieving woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
Notice is hereby given that Alfred O
If you are a woman, give it a fairlrial. Johnson of Solano, N. M,..who, on
It should surely help you,, as it has a
made HE. 21677 Serial No,
million others.
05943, for
NEJ
Get a bottle of Cardui
Sec. 5 Twp. 18 N. Range 27 E.
Wriit to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies' N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sudat
book, "Home intention to make final live year proof,
Inttmctiont on your case a'
Treatment for Women," in pi&in wrapper. N.C. 1 2$
to establish, claim to the land above

on

Department of the interior,,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan

23 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Margaret
Plunketl, widow of Micheal Piunkett,
deceased, of Roy, N .M who on
made HE Ho, 18525 Serial No 05151,
for NE1 Seotió.i 11,
Township BO North Range 27 E
n.m. p. Meridian, has filed notice
described, before Register $ Receiver of intention to make fioal five year
proof--, to establish claim .to the land
M
The only thing you can tell about a of U S Land Office at Clayton, N.
above described, before Register and
ang. girl is that when she is fifty'' on the 9th day of April 1914.
Receiver of U.S. Land office at Clayton
as
witnesses:
names
Claimant
rs old site will look a great deal as
Mexico on the 9 day of April,
New
r mother lookB now. Philadelphia Donald P Upton,
Levi J Culver
1914.
uger.
Lloyd P Upton,
Francis M Hughes
Claimant names as witnesses,
all of Solano,N M.
'
Frank Emerson
Samuel Bland,
Valverde,
Paz
Tyranny Over the Mind.
E
Charles
Kidd
V Collins',
Grace
I have sworn upon the,altaiof Gods
Register.
2 28.
all of Roy, N. M.
"ern'al hpstllity against every form of
ranny over the mind of man. Jef
Paz Valverde,
Register.
rson.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Sold Manufactured "Mummy.'
Ü. S.Land Office at Clayton, N.M. Department of the Interior,
An imitation mummy, constructed
"U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
mainly from the bones of a calf, wag
Jan. 20 1914.
Jan. 19, 1914.
recently sold n Cairo to a tourist
hereby
that Wifliam R
given
is
Notice
Notice is hereby given that Add
from the United States as the remains
of a palace dignitary of the third Whiteman,"of Roy, N M who on
Harrison of Roy, N.M. who on
E made HE Serial No. 012140 for N3
Egyptian dynasty.
The fraud was made HE No. 04024 for NW1-NEhowever detected and the native who NWJ, NWJ-NSection 17,
and NWi Sec 15 Twp 20 N. Rng 25 E
made the sale was placed under ar- Twp. 20. N. Range 25 E.- - N. M.'P M. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
rest,Meridian, has filed notice of in- of intention to make three year
tention to make Five Year Proof, to proof, to establish claim to the land
establish claim to the land above above described, .before U. S. Com.
described, before U. S. Commissioner F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
The proposition of 6 per cent F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M. on the N. M., on the 17th day of April.
Loans obtainable 'with special 21 day of April, 1914.
1914.,
privileges and on , reasonable Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mrs Frank Sheltren,
Cantrell,
Sheltren
Frank
We
C
Gimson,
terms to remove incumbrance H
Emilio
Abata
Cantrell
Laura Whiteman,
Ed
Mares
rom real estate; or to improve JuanDemata
N. M.
Roy,
of
all
all of Roy, N; M.
and buy farm, orchard and city
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
12-2-0- 7

to-d-

.

Parties wanting Harness or
Saddles can get a better grade of
goods at the same price, and in
many cases cheaper,, than they
are oiferered by . the Catalog
Houses.
Here is my proposition: I am
the maker of Harness Pick out
the harness you want in any
Catalogue, write me the name of
the Catalog and the order num
ber of the harness you want ánd
I will duplicate the harness in a
strictly first class,. Harness for
the' same price.
',1 give you Shop work
instead of Factory work. I will
make harness to order at a very
slight advance over Catslog-House

'
goods.
As to my reliability, I fefer
you to my rating in "Dunn's" or
to the First Nat'l. Bank or Free-moCo. Bank, Canon City, Colo.
nt

j shall

ay.

!

8

'

.

.

be pleased to receive
orders from Roy and vicinity.
E, A. Clark,
516 Main St.
property, may be had by addfes
Canon City, Colo.
sing Dept. R. E. 1527Busch Bl'g

J,

.

3.7

Register.

2--

'

Register.
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No Rest No Peace

regular kidney action and urio acid
There's no rest and but little peace
Thousands of grateful recomtrouble.
'or a person whose kidneys are out of.
"Every
throughout the. country
Picture
mendations
.
order.
prove
their, worth.
Lame in the morning, suffering cricks
CHICAGO BURIED IN SNOWDRIFT,
in thft hack and sham stabs of nain
LAID UP IN BED
with evp.rv sudden train. tha dav is
TRAFFIC TIED UP, THOUSANDS
just
one
of pain and trouble.
Cave Up All Hope of Recovery
round
FIGHT WAY ON FOOT.
backIt would be strange if
ache did not wear on the temper, but
Mrs. Frank L. Mann, 1000 W. Main St.,
it ia nnt. nnlv on that account that
S. Dak., says: "When I waa
Vermillion,
people who suffer with weak kidneys
six years old I had dlptherla and It left
my kidneys and bladder very weak. From
NINE DIE IN STORM are nervous, cross ana irrítame.
old,
that time until I was seventeen years
nerves.
to
the
Uric acid is noison
I had kidney weakness, but as I got older
and when the kidneys, are not working
I thought I would outgrow the trouble. I
didn't nowever, and as time passed I got
well, this acid collects In the blood
worse. My feet and limbs were terribly
INDIANA, and works upon tne nerves, causing
ILLINOIS,
NORTHERN
swollen and I couldn't wear my shoes.
inheadache, dizziness, languor, an
My back was so stiff I could hardly bend
OHIO AND SOUTHERN MICHI-GAover and I was laid up In bed for over a
clination to worry over trifles, and a
month. I lost much weight and In spite
SUFFER.
suspicious, short temper.
of the doctors', medicine, I didn't Improve.
Dizzy spells came over me and my sight
Rheumatic nam. neuralgia, sciatica.
was affected. Finally I gave up the. doclumbago, neuritis and gravel are fur
tors In despair and life certainly looked
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
ther steps in uric acid poisoning.
blue. I didn't thlnK i wouia ever De wen
kidney
An
again. When everything else had failed,
weakness.
neelect
Don't
causing
nine
2.
Chicago, Feb.
After
a friend urged me to try Doan's Kidney
passages
deaths in Illinois, Minnesota and Indi- aching back, with unnatural
Pills and I did. After I took the first
cause
secretions,
kidney
is
of
the
box, I noticed improvement and gradualof
the
storm
severe
most
ana, the
ly the ailments left me. I picked up In
enough to suspect the kidneys. Use
weight and strength and by the time I
winter season in
Kidnev Pills. 'a remedy which
Doan'a
had used eight boxes of Doan's Kidney
West swept out over Lake Erie and up has been used for years, the world
"Oh, I shall go nmd."
Pills I was cured. I have never had any
sign of kidney trouble since."
the lower St. Lawrence valley, brush- over, for weak Kidneys, oacKacne, ir- ing the northern part of Ohio.
Chicagorindianapolis and other Indithe Name"
When Your Back is Lame-Reme- mber
ana and Illinois citie3 escaped from
afSaturday
the grip of the blizzard
ternoon, but at Detroit snow was still
falling Saturday night and six thous-ean- d
Co Buffalo M Y proprietors;
laborers were fighting desperSold by an Dealers.'. Price 50 cents.
ately to clear streets and tracks.
Eighteen inches of snow has fallen
Oh!
and hundreds of automobiles stand
Mean, Very Mean.
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
in Switzerland If you (eel 'wi of sokts' 'Rl'N Down" "dot the blubs'
drifts.
deep
a
mountain
paper
"There's
desolate and ctranded in
She 6aw him fold a piece of
from KIDKK7, BLADDER. KKRVOUS DISEASES,
you can see BUFFER
CHRONIC WEAKNESS, ULCERS. SKIM ERUPTIONS, PILES,
Street car traffic has been entirely and put it in the farther corner of the five miles thick, but
(or
write
FREE cloth bound medical book on
these (Ureases and wonpkwwi, cures effected by
suspended in Grand Rapids and north- drawer in the library table. If he had through it."
THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY No.1No 2No.3
"Go on."
ern Michigan cities are cut off from carelessly thrown it in, she would
you can. They've got a tun"Sure
it.
nothing
of
thought
have
communication.
theremedr for tour own ailment. Absolutely FREE.
nel in it."
"What's that?" she asked.
No 'follow up' circulars. No obligations. Da. LeCi.ero
The weather bureau here was hanRd.. Hahpstkad, London. Kno.
Med. Co., Havebrtol-replied.
nothing,"
he
"Oh,
wb want to fkovb tuerapion will cobb too.
dicapped by the failure of many cities
She wondered what it was, and as
district to report,
In the storm-swehe
had said it was of no importance,
but forecasted fair weather with no he had no one to blame but himself
Middle
change of temperatures of the
e
did, at
if she looked at it, which-shCut down your feed bill and increase
West. The center of the storm, the the first opportunity. This is what
300
weather man said, was about
GUERHSEYS.
she read:
miles east of Chicago.
Sloan'
curiqs-itby
lire quickly relieved
"I'll bet you a new hat your
Write for free literature.
Liniment. Lay it on no rubThe blizzard brought tmporary relief
will not permit you to leave this
GUERNSEY CLUB, Box X, Peterboro, N. H.
bing. Try it.
to thousands of unemployed in the alone."
large cities. . In Chicago alone 2,000
How can she claim the hat without
Ankla Sprain and Dislocated Hip.
Famous
men were put to work by the city and giving herself away?
" I sprained ray ankle and dislocated
8,000
at
least
it was estimated that
my hip by falling out of a third story
Saddles
Thompson
vmow. Went on crutches for four
others were at work shoveling snow.
months. Then I started to use your
Buy direct from the maThree of the six deaths occurred in TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
Liniment, according to directions. I
Special designs to orker.
must say it is helping me wonderfully.
Chicago, where the snow reached a
Send for complete,
der.
Jni...111
Qlnnn'
Ha
within
rT.
catalog.
Illustrated
Henry
Lawtnn
Heut
Johnson.
Chat.
nearly
foot.
a
ment anymore."
deüth of
FALLING
STOPS
HAIR
btalum,
Co.
while
Thompson
killed
and
R.
down
W.
was
run
zel
Colorado
Rifle
shoveling snow in the yards of the
Chicago & Northwestern railroad. Pat
Makes Hair Thick,
BOOTH-OVERTO- N
rick Austin, a switchman, and an un Girls! Try This!
Beautiful No
Fluffy,
Glossy,
exposure.
identified girl, died of
More Itching Scalp.
At Seymour, Ind., Andrew Thornton,
stop Intestinal Fermentation, Immediately.
Relieve (las and Distress after Eating. One
a farmer, was frozen to death. Joseph
size only, 60c. Money refunded If they do
railroad
Paxton,
M. Walsh and Hamitt
not help, or write for Free Sample Box and
Within ten minutes after an appliTRY them first If you wish.
men, were killed at Indianapolis by cation of Danderine you cannot find a
CO.
New York
11 Broadway
falling live wires.
jingle tract of dandruff or falling hair
Splendid for Sprains.
A message from international Falls, and your scalp will not itch, but what
" I fell and sprained my arm ft week
Minn., told of the finding of the bod will please you most will be after a
ago and was in terrible pain. I could
not une my hand or arm until I applied
ies of three men in the snow near few weeks' use, when you see new
your Liniment. I shall never be withSteel Filing Cabinets.
there. It is believed they perished in hair, fine and downy at first yes but
out a bottle of Sloan's Liniment."
if. B. Spring, Elizabeth, N. J.
Complete Public Build.
the storm.
really new hair growing all over the
ing Equipment. Prompt
With the abatement of the storm, scalp.
Fine for Stiffness.
Shipments. Write for
mora
railroad and telegraph companies re
douimmediately
done
has
Liniment
"Sloan's
A little Danderine
tried
ever
anything
I
have
good
than
normal
Catalogue.
doubled their efforts to restore
bles the beauty of your hair. No diffor stiff joints. I got my hand hurt so
ser
wire
and
conditions, and both "rail
badly that I had to stop work right in
THE HINE DESK CO.,Denver, Colorado
ference how dull, faded, brittle and
the busiest time of the year. I thought
vice was gradually
my
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with
have
to
at first that I would have
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Normal winter conditions exist for Danderine and carefully draw it
hand taken off. but I got a bottle of
and cured my nana."
Liniment
Sloan's
a
Write us for anything electrical ; new or second
throughout
year
this
time
the first
through your hair, taking one small
Wilton Wheeler, Morris, Ala.
hand motors, telephones, wireless apparatus,
wide strip of the Middle West, from strand at a time. The effect is amatree stump blasting outfits rented. Write for
4th St.,Denr,Col.
Electric
catalog.
II Dealers. 25c,
Canadian
At
to
the
Mexico
fluffy
and
of
light,
Gulf
will
be
the
zingyour hair
l
$1.00
and
50c
A88AYER AND
border.
wavy, and have an appearance . of
HOWARD E. BURTON
CHEMIST
Send for Sloan's
abundance; an incomparable luster,
prices: Gold, Silver, Lead, fl; Golds SilSpecimen
instructive
free,
Railways to Be Penalized.
softness- - and luxuriance.
ver, 75c; Gold, 6UcZIncorOopper, II. Mailing envelbook on horses,
cattlr-hog- s
opes and lull price list sent on application. Silver
and
Knowlton's
of
empower
In
25
bottle
cent
the
Washington. To
Get a
"rosettes" mounted (scarf pins, bat pins, cuff butpoultry. Address
tons, etc.) UUDViixi, col. Reí. Carbonate Nat. Bank.
terstate Commerce Commission to reg Danderine from any store, and prove
pretty
and
soft
safety
to
as
your
is
to
insure
hair
that
ulate all facilities
CURED in a few days
RUPTUR without
travelers, Senator Myers of Montana as any that it has been neglected, or
pain or a sur
introduced a bill to penalize any rail Injured by careless treatment that's
gical operation. lío pay until cured. Write
road which did not obey the orders of all you - surely can have beautiful hair
DB. WKAY, SO i Bee Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
try
lit
just
a
you
will
if
lotsof
it
day.
and
a
$500
commission
the
Watson E.CoIemn, Wash.
tle Danderine. Adv.
Dr.tMS.SLOAN,lRC
PATENTS tngtun.U.C. Books fre. t

nl

f

all-da- y

lis

N

the-Midd- le

1913-191- 4

KM IOBIJPILLS3
Foster-Milbu-

rn

THERAPIOM

pt

Sprams,Bnnses

Stiff Muscles

DAIRYMEN

y

T

TV

JT.

XV.

SLOAN

Dyspepsia Tablets

LIMMEU
Kills Pain

Business Furniture

--

Co.,532-53-

1
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Prize for 'Round Earth Flight.
The Color Line.
you think of penciling
hundred
do
Three,
Cal.
"What
San Francisco,
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Department of the interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 1 9, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank A
Roy, of Roy N.M. who on
made HE 7647 Se. No. 03768 for Lot 11,
Section 3. Township 20, North Range
25 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has . filed
notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land bove described, before F U.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 13th day ot
April, 1914.
'
Claimant carnes as witnesses,
Alcario Griego,
Juan Casuez.
Tomas Manzanares,
Fidel Montoya,
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.

Notice eor Publication

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.

Report of the condition of the Roy
Jan 19, 1914. Trust and Savings Bank, of Roy,
New Mexico, at the close of business
Notice is hereby ariven that Eduardo Deceembr 31, 1913.
'
Modern Equipment, '
Martinez, of Sanchez, N. M. who on
Largest
Coil in N. M
January 21, 1911, made HE serial
Graduate Nurses.
RESOURCES
;
Sec 11
No. 012716, forEJ-NEI)rs. Noble & Doughty,
WJ-N& NWJ SWJ Sec, 12 & NEi Loans and discounts, Secured
asi.tHY.ao
by
Estate,.
Real
NEJ Sec 14, Twp. 17 N Rng 25E N.M.P
TUCUMCARlC
N.M
$10,657.00
Meridian, has filed notice of intention Secured by collateral,
to make final three year proof, All Other Loans,
$13,992.36
to establish claim to the land above
$26,266.71
Total
U. S. Comdescribed, v before
F. H. Foster, at his
missioner
69.00
Overdrafts
office at Roy, N. M., on the 21 day
7,500.00
Banking House and Lots,
of April, 1914.
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
2,300.00
aud
Fixtures,
Furniture
Claimant names as witnesses:
34,560.00 New Bath Room and up-t- o
Other Real estate, Owned,
Jose De la Cruz Martinez
1,339.96 date Fixtures.
Luis Martinez, Due from Banks
Ramon Martinez
104.00
Cash Items,
and
Checks
Felipe Martinez,
A modern Barber Shop.
$130 00,
Coin
Gold
all of Sanchez. N. M.
Gold Certificates,
Paz Valverde,
$782.15,
Register. Silver Coin,
Nat'l Bank Notes, $2,109.00, $3.021.15
$188.82
Other Resources,

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

Y:

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP

.

109

SJ-NW-

J,

SJ-NE-

Jan.

Jan

19

$43.43

DuetoBaaks

-

Individual deposits, subject
$36,629.66
to check
12,974.90
Certificates of deposit,
- $701.65
Cashier's checks
10,000,00
Bills payable
$75,349,64
- 25

Savings depositors,
All other Dtpoxitors,

M4.

375.

ll

2-2-

10-61- 0,

-9

ANDKKSON

StaTe of New mexico '
COunty Of
C.

ss.

L Justice. Cashier and H.B Jones

president, and C. E, Mc Guinnisj director C. L. Justice, Director, & H. B
Jones,' Director, of the Roy Trust and
Savintrs Bank, of Roy, N. M. a bank
organized under the laws of the Territorynow State of New Mexico, up
on oath duly sworn, each for himself,
deposes and says That the above a d
forgoing statement of Resources and liabilities, Deposit s, s, Interest paid on
deposits, and Dividends paid on Capi-it- a
Stock, of thesbove Hank at the
close of buHness, December 31st, 191?,
are correct, and Hue.

&

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile ..Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pumps for Wells

Wagon and Carriage

Work our Specialty
work Guaranteed

Variety

Works

Machine

ROY,

NEW MEX.

Colliers
National

The

Weekly

.

First Time

in Clubs

Collier
TNI

Until this year

TIOIIArflLT

Collier' $ has been

sold at $5.50. Now
the price is $2.50
and we have secured
a concession whereby we can offer it
at a still further
reduction in connection with this
publication.

,

8
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SON,

All

All

Notice is hereby given that Sarah
L Myers of Roy, N M, who on
made HE, Serial 0747 & Ad'l.
s 12 Sec 3,
012181 for NWI or Lots
and 10.
Lots
20 N, Range 26 E, NMP
Twp,
4,
Sec,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish Signed,
claim to the land above described, be
C, L. Justice, Cashier,
President,
fore F H Foster, U S Commissioner.
H. B. JoneS,
14th
N
office,
Roy,
on
M,
the
at
his
at
C. E. McGinnis.Director,
day of April, 1914,;
C. L. Justice, Director,
-1914.
claimant names as witnesses,
Director.
H, B. Jones,
Chimant names as witnesses:
Schneider,
John
John W Scott
C. F Leonhard, G R Abernathy
T J Coonrod
O H Kerns
Subscribed and sworn to before me
G W Hewlett
l ra Thfttford
All of Roy, N M,
this 9th day of January, A. D,1914.
all of Mills, N. M.
Thomas N. Lawson,
Paz Valyerde
Paz Valverde,
Notary Public,
Register,
Register,

Notice is hereby given that Frank C
M:tcalf, of Mills, N.M. who, on2-8-made HE No 435824 Serial 012851
for Ni NEI, and NJ NW Section 21,
Township 22 N. Range 26 Eist
N. M. P. Meridian, ha3 filed notice of
intention to make Final three year
Proof to establish claim to the land
Ü. Foster,
above described, before F.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy
New Mexico, on the 16 day of April,

Variety Machine
Works
C. E.

$ 15,000.00

Capital stock paid in

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,

1914.

$75,349 64

LIABILITIES

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M

''

Total Resources,

2--

Notice For Publication

y

Efr-SEj-

J,

Department of the Interior,
Notice For Publication.
Ü, S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
1914.
Jan
U. S. Land Office at Clay ton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given tbatM'chael S
Jan. 19 1914.
Berentz of Mills, N. M. who on
Notice is hereby given that James W
and Ad'l
made HE 25767-07Kirksey, of Solano N M, who on Apr.
10615 for NWi Sec 6 Twp 21N
S
3. '11 made HE no 013059 for
sec.
Re 26E and Lots 3&4 & EJ-SSec 35 Twp 18N,Rng 26E
and i,
31 Twp. 22 N. range 26 E, N.M. P. Me N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
ridian, has filed notice of intention to intention to make final three year proof
make final five year proof to establish to establish claim to the land above
claim to the land above described, be described, before F H Foster, U. S
fore F H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.M
at his office in Roy, N. M. on th 18 on the 9th day of April, 1914.
,
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
witnesses,
as
names
P J Laumbach,
claimant
J W Arnold
'j
a
therill
D P Upton,
Chas E Deaton.
Henry Stone,
le,
AC
J E LaRue
all of Solano, N. M.
M.
N.
Paz Valverde,
all of Mills,
Register
Register.
Paz Valverde,

23

Business Cards

State Bank Report

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication

-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Special Offer to Our Readers
Recognizing the great demand for Cottier $ at
the new price, we have made arrangements to
offer it and our own publication each one year
for the price of Collier' alone. This is a limited
offer and must De taken advantage oi promptly .

What Yon Get in Collier'.
the one big, independent, fearless
weekly ot the wnoie country. ínoi oniy is 11 me
sood citizen's handbook but it is also a
fno h mrVirtl
fnmilv. -Amona the
tt
naif a&itiw v
things that a year s subscription gives arei
Coffier'a is

.

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,

N. M.

Department of the Interior,- U, S. Land Office at Claytoi, N. M.

Jan. 19, 1914
Jan. 24 1914
Notice is hereby gjven that Annie May
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
Yarnell, of Mills, N.M. who on il 10,
M Slder of Rjy, N. M who on
Add'l
entry made HE No 011913 for East Half (EJ)
made HE, 20100 &
for SWi Sec 27, Section 20, Township 23 NRange
S rial 011203-0850- 6
anl NWi Sac 34, Twp. 21 N. Range 26E. N, M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
final three year
27 E N. M. P. Meridian has' filed of intention to make
claim
to the land
to
establish
proof,
to
final
three
make
notice of intention
,
F.
H. Foster,
before
described,
above
to establish claim to the
year prr-ofoffice at
Commissioner,
his
at
U,
S.
laúd auove described, before F. H.
17
M.
day
on
N.
'the
of April,
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his offi- Roy,
--

Notice For Publication

1000 Editorials
600 News Photos
250 Short Articles
150 Short Stories
100 Illustrated Features
2 Complete Novels

Dpnartment of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,

Collier's....

Jan

19, 1914.

that Juan
m haz ofRov. N.M who on Jan.
&
K mil. made HE. No, 012641 for SE!
SWi, Sec, 3, Twp.20 N,Rng.25E.NMP

$2.50)

$1.50

S-- A.

J$ .a U

ia Viorphv

Meridian has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described.
hftfore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commis
sioner at his office at Roy, N. M. on
ce at Roy, N. M. on the 20th day of 1914.
the 22 day of April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Will Fliess,
Mrs. Nellie Schlitz,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Anton Kwiecien,
Ernest
Parks, Frank Sheltren.
Eaton,
Ross
Moore
Mitchell
DP
H
J
Alcario Griego,
Trinidad McGrath
All of Mills, N. M.
J W Woodward
Ben R Steward,
All of Roy, N, M.
Paz Valverde,
All of Roy, N. M.
'
Pa2 Valverde
Registerr
J
Paz Valverde,
Register;
Register.

J. N. Nutter,

O, H.

Kerns,

Nutter--Kerr)- s

Business entrusted to
our care will recéiye

careful and prompt at
tention.

.

;

2--
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Nutter-Kern- s
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VEGETABLES IN WINTER

TWO LINERS

MANY VARIETIES AT COMMAND
OF HOUSEWIFE.

Salsify Might With the Entire Approval of the Family Be Mora Commonly Used Creamed Or as
Croquettes They Are Fine.

am ffimrnltt
-

''With

and charity for all"
Second Inaugural Address.

malice toward none

MEN

With malice toward none, as his life typified,
And a charity sweet, that in blessings abound,
We honor the day with thanksgiving and pride,
The day of his birthhis praises resound.

Though humble his birth and to poverty known,
From
labor to chief magistrate climbed,
In the heart of the nation he builded a throne,
That loyalty, peace and forgiveness combined.
ng

A nation with reverence bows to his name,
And hails him as Saviour of Union and home;
The slaves once in bondage, now free from the chain,
His memory cherish on tablets of stone.

In palace, In cottage, on monument fair
His name is engraved, his virtues extolled,
The pages of history his work declare
In silvery brightness in letters of gold,

.

v

Frederick R. Mere

SMALL ONE Lincoln could make the homespun
words of common use move the
As a Boy Lincoln Had Few Opportu- hearts of his fellowmen;
Who will tell us what books were
nities for the Acquisition of
read by other gréat men and women
Much Learning.
of the past when they were "young
"
readers?"
HEN Abraham Lincoln was
- He Couldn't Remember.
a small boy. Bays St. Nicholas, he had very few
New and old Lincoln stories were
books. Thére was no need told at the meeting of the "New York
for him to consult a list of Genealogical and Biographical society
the hundred best books. His earliest by men who heard them originally
possessions consisted of less than half from Lincoln'e own lips. The speaka dozen volumes a pioneer's library. ers were Gen. James Grant Wilson
, First, of course, was the bible, a Henry Clews, Col. Albert B. Chandler,
whole library in itself, if properly un- Charles A. Tinker and David Homei
derstood, and containing every sort Bates. The last three were connected
of literature stories, poems, dramas,
with the telegraph station at the war
addresses, orations, histories, some department at Washington during the
simple enough for the youngest child,
Civil war.
,
others taxing the wisdom of the learnGen.; Wilson began by telling of his
ed. Second was "Pilgrim's Progress,"
meeting with Lincoln in Illinois
with its quaint characters and vivid first
1858. He said:
in
October,
scenes related in simple, vigorous Enfound
"We
Lincoln occupying a
glish. "Aesop's Fables", was a third,
uncarpeted
shabby
office over a
little
boy to a
and Introduced the
grocery
was said
Something
store.
wonderful range of characters the
ancestor.
He said,
his
about
first
gods of mythology, the different ranks
my
young
friend,
the
first an'Well,'
and classes of mankind, and every
anything
I
was
cestor
know
about
that
animal under the sun. Fourth was a
History of the United States, in one Tom Lincoln, who come over in
which there was the charm of truth 1634 and settled at a place, Hinghara
or perhaps it was Hanghim. Which
and a more modern tone, and from
was
it, judge?'" .,.
which were learned the lessons of
patriotism that Lincoln's manhood
The Great American,
put Into action. Last came Weems'
One hundred and five years ago the
"Life of Washington," a queer, stilted
book, but one full of detail that made First Great American was born in a
cabin in Kentucky.
Washington seem a living example.
Great men .jyere not lacking in
These five books were the beginning of Lincoln's education; and what America before Lincoln, but they
were not of the eoil of our new land.
wise man has outerown them all?
From the Bible, Pilgrim's Progress, Washington was a colonial country
and Aesop the boy Lincoln learned gentleman; Jefferson a cosmopolitan
the power and beauty of plain Eng- revolutionist; Hamilton a reincarnate
lish words, and saw that the grandest patrician of old Rome.
It was left for Abraham Lincoln' tc
thoughts and most poetic imaginings
needed only the strong little words gather up and embody the characterof every day. When., therefore, in istics of the nation "he was born tc
later life he wished to be sure he un- save; boyish humor, homely wit, keen
derstood any matter, it became his vision and unflinching purpose.
custom to translate it into words such
Miss - Gela H. Brandon of Searcy
as a child can understand.
Ark.,
is known as the champion farmei
Read again the Gettysburg address
girl
in
that state.
and second Inaugural, and learn how
HIS

LIBRARY

A
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Window Shades.

Ordinarily the only part of a shade
that becomes soiled and worn is the
portion exposed to the light that Is,
the part drawn down half the length
pf the window; the other half of the
shade Is practically new. A simple
method of doubling the life of a shade,
half of which has become soiled," Is
to remove the shade from the top of
the" roller and hem the end thus removed. Then remove the stick from
the hem at the bottom of the soiled
portion of the shade and slip it into
the new hem, Next cut off the old
hem at the bottom of the soiled portion of the shade and attach the raw
edge to the roller. The bottom or
soiled portion of the shade now becomes the top, and when the shade is
drawn down half the length of the
window a clean, new portion is
To Wash Sweaters.
popularity
of the sweater Is
The
easily accounted for in Its usefulness
and comfort, but it often loses its attractiveness in becoming shapeless
after washing. If properly washed a
sweater should keep its shape until
it wears out, and therefore wash it
carefully with some good white soap;
rinse well and add soma bluing to the
last water if the garment is white.
a clean pillor:-casThen place it
ancl pin the case to the clothesline. When the sweater is nearly dry
put it on a coat hanger in the
.

y-i-

n

e

ASLEEP

IN

IN ICY WATERS.

The housewife who "hates" winter
because there is "bo little to eat," or
because she feels that she Ms giving
her family the same thing over and
orer, should not despair. Apart from
that dear
Hubbard squash
there are three members of the cabbage family cabbage itself, cauliflower and Brussels sprouts; five root
vegetables, exclusive of onions, and
white and sweet potatoes turnips,
salsify, beets, carrots and parsnips,
and two kinds of greens spinach and
kale, available. Who could legitimately complain of lack of variety, with
such, a choice at hand?'
The possibilities of salsify or oys-stplant are not as well known as
they might be. It usually sells for
ten cents a bunch or two bunches for
15 cents and affords an inexpensive
change in the diet. Pains should be
taken to select straight roots rather
than the crooked, knotted ones which
abound.
The preliminary step to any dish
made "of salsify is to cut oft the green
tops, scrape and cut the roots into
small pieces and boil them until ten
der (about half an hour). The sim
ple addition of a white sauce will
make creamed salsify, but for croquettes rub the tender boiled pieces
through a colander or strainer and to
each bunch add a beaten egg, three
tablespoonfuls of cream and enough
flour to make a stiff batter.
Make
Into croquettes, dip in beaten egg,
then in cracker crumbs or flour and
again in the egg. Fry in hot fat and
dry on brown or other absorbent paper. The oyster fvor which givea
the plant its name, vomes out strong
est when the vegetable is cooked In
this manner.
For escalloped salsify, fill a buttered baking dish with alternate lay
ers of boiled salsify and cracker
crumbs. Pour white sauce over the
filled dish cover the top with but
tered crumbs and bake until brown.
Half a lemon squeezed over the top
of a medium-sizedish will Improve
'
the flavor.
.

AND WOMEN,

BERTHS, HURLED TO DEATH

old-tim-

rail-splitti-

CRASH IN FOG

41

LOST IN

BOATS

OF

HIT

DISASTER
WHICH

NANTUCKET,

MONROE,

PICK

UP 85

AND LIMPS TO NORFOLK.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

per
Norfolk, Va., Jan, 31. Forty-onsons went down to death when the
TVToTli Onto o n A
tn w XT a.o yIX
uuu HH
nucí
itiiuuio
iucivunuio
tucket sank the Old Dominion liner
Monroe in tho icy water3 of the Atlantic at 2 o'clock Friday morning.
Wireless lists forwarded by Captain
Johnson of the Monroe, returning with
the survivors on the Nantucket, show:
Lost Passengers, 19; crew 22; toe

1

X

tal, 41.
Saved Passengers, 39; crew, 60;
total, 99.
Captain Johnson of the sunken Monroe and all of his officers but one were
among the' saved. The lost officer
was Second Engineer Dataley.
Eighty-fiv"survivors rescued from
the sea and huddled on the Nantucket,
which was limping along with a
crumpled bow toward Norfolk, are the.
only ones who know all the story of
how the two big ships, picking their
way through a blanket of fog one
bound north, the other south met
with a crash near the Winter Quarter-shoa- l
lightship. "S. O. S." calls reaching out to the coast stations started
every available agency of rescue into
action, but not soon enough.
While the Nantucket backed off,
lowered boats and began sweeping the .
misty sea with her eearchlights, the
Monroe, her passengers pitched out of
berths in night clothes, sank like
plummets.
In the swirling vortex of the sinking
ship men
shouted and women
screamed through the mist. The Monroe went down so quickly that there
was little time for launching boats.
The lost had scarcelyya chance to
realize "that death wr.s on them before
they were struggling in. the sea. The
doomed passengers of the Monroe,
fast asleep in fheir cabins when the two
vessels came together, went down
with only timo for a shriek of
despair. Only those kept awake by
the snortin? sirens that wailed their
useless warning through the fog knew
when the vessels struck.
Nantucket Brings In Eighty-FivNorfolk, Va. The official story of
how forty-on'persons went
in the chill waters of the Atlantic
when the liner Nantucket rammed
and sank the steamer Monroe, was
brought to port by the eighty-fiv- e
sur- n
f
t
i i
i
me.
sunsen
snip, Drougnt in
vivors oi
by the Nantucket.
The stricken Monroe, with her side
gored deep by the knife-lik- e
steel prow
of the Nantucket, filled rapidly, rolled
over on her side and in a few minutes turned over and plunged to the
bottom carrying with her the pas-- ,
sengers and members of the crew who
had failed to get clear of the wreck.
e

e.

e

1

a

.

Japanese Visits O'Shaughnessy.
Washington. The.; commander of
the Japanese cruiser Idzume and the
Japanese minister in" Mexico City paid
their respects to American Charge
Nelson O'Shaughnessy.
Ward Named Springs Postmaster.
Washington. President Wilson nom
inated O. W. .Ward to be postmaster
at Colorado Springs.

THE
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Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
' U. S. Land Office at Clajton, N.M U. S. Land Office at lay ton, N. M.
Dsc. 29, 1913.
Dec, 10, 1913.
'
is
hereby
given
Notice
that Wendeün
Notice is hereby given that Anastasio
Esquibel, of Mills, N. M. who, on Herrle,- of Tucumcari, N. M who, on
e
Aug 3,
3, 1909 made HE No Nov. 22, 1907, made he No 05883Township
35,
21496,
Section
for
NEi
6153, Serial Nos.
for
the SE1 and the nE Sec. 23, Twp. 22N 20 N. Range 2 7E. N. M. P. Meridian,
Range 25 E. N. M. P, Meridian has has filed notice of intention to make
filed notice of intention to make final final five year proof, to establish
five year proof, to establish claim to claim to the land above described, be
the land above described, before W. H fore F. H. Foster U. S. Commis
Willcox,' U. S. Commissioner, at his sioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
office at Roy, N. M. on the 6th day of the 10 day of March 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
n
March 1314
Richard, .Reynolds, Cenith
Reynolds,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hickle, H. E,
Federico Esquibel,
Adolfo Montoya, Reynolds, Reece '
All of Roy, N. M.
Trinidad McGrath, Celedón Esquibel,
Valverde,
Paz
All ofRoy, N. M.
Register,
S
Paz Valverde,
-

1906-Jun-

03582-0838-

3,

Renter.

Notice for Publication

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New

Department of the Interior.
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

Dec. 10, 1913,
Notice is hereby given that William
S. Morris, of Roy, N. N, who on Nov.

Notice Is hereby given that Elizabeth
J, Hepburn, of Solano, N. M. who on

for
made HE "No,
20
N.
Twp.
Range
18,
Sec.
Ei NEi
has filed
26 East of N. M. P. Meridian,
notice of intention to make final Five-yeProof to establish claim to the
land above described before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M. on the 11th day of
March, 19:4
Claimant names as witnesses
Lew W. Peiffer,
G. R. Abernathy,
Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Frank J. Shelcren
All of Roy, Mora County, New Mex.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
27, 1907,

05925-2159-

1,

ar

.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U.S.Lánd Office, Clayton, New Mex.

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Laud office at Clayton, N. M.

March 23, 1907, made HE No.
for NEi Section 3, Township 19 N. Range 27 E. tf. M. P.
Meridian has filed notice of intention
to make Five Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
D. S.
U. S. Commissioner
Durrin, at his office, at Solano, N. M.
on the 27th day of March, 1914.
Claimant names "as witnesses:
Harriet E. Criswell, Dortha S. Hickel
Earnest Choate,
Francis M Hughes
0452-1655-

1,

fore

all of Solano, N. M.Paz Valverde,"

Register,

Notice for Publication

Notice For Publication

Notice For Publication

Dec. 29,1913.

Mexico.

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,

i

NM.

Dec. 10, 1913.

Dec. 29, 1913.
is
Notice
hereby
given that Ben W
Dec. 10, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Raymond
Notice is hereby given that Simon H. Austin, of Roy,
M. who on Jan, Cherry, for the heirs, of Amos J. Cherry
Notice is hereby given that Dortha
Hickel, of Solano, N. M. who, on P. Sersain, of Mills, N. M, who, on 7, 1911. made HE No. 012652, for NEJ deceased, of Roy, N. M. who on
Dec. 10, 1913,

June 23,

made HE
Serial Nos.
for SWÍ
Section 35, and SEi Section 34,
Twp. 22 N. Range 25 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three, year proof, to establish claim to the land above describ
ed, before F. H. Fosterp U. S, Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
of February 1914.
on
the 9th day of March, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses,
James W. Johnson, of Hoy, N M.
Rudisil)
Richard Reynolds, Geo. W.
Charles E. Deaton, Oral O Deaton,
Frank D. Hickel,
Charles Weatherill Thomas H Polaski
All of Solano, N.M.
All of Mills, N. M.Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register,
Register,
March 12, 1M)7, made HE No.
for SEi Section 34, Twp. 20,
N. Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Dudley S. Durrin, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at SolanoN.M. on the 27 day
04677-1608-

5,

1908-Jun-

23, 1913,

a

016337-0655-

0

made HE 06743 No. 24674. for WiSEi,
and Ei SWi, Sac. 10 Twp. 21 N. Rig,
26E
N M P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Five Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H, FosCommissioner, at his offic in Roy, N. M. ter, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
M. on the 20th day of March, 1914,
on the 9th day of March 1914,
Claimant names as witnesses.
Claimant names as witnesses,
E. Russell,
J.
j. H. Mahoney,
Thomas O. Scott,
John Sharablin,
L. Swaim,
J.
H. A, Russell,
John Schneider,
John W, Scott,
All of Roy, N, M.
All of Roy N M
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,

NEJ, SjNEl.andNWi SEJ, Section
11, Township 20 N. Range 26 East,
has filed notice of
N.M. P. Meridian,
Proof
intention to make final three-yeland
to
the
claim
his
abve
to establish
described, before F. H. Foster. U. S,
ar

.

Register;

'Register,

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Dec. 29, 1913,
Notice is hereby given that Alice A.
Jascson, of Mills, w. M. who, on
July 27, 1910, made HE, No 011785 fo.

i

Township 23
Section 34,
of N.
North, Range 26 East,
M. P. meridian, has fibd notice oi
intention to make final three jeai
proof to establish claim to the land
above described before F H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, a
Riy, New Mexico, on the 21st day of
March, 1914. Claimant names as witnesses
Bacil Proctor,
Charles E Deaton .
Ross Eaton,
Frank Seright
of Mills, New Mexico,

Paz Valverde
7

Department of the Interior,
Department of the interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
Dec. 10, 1913.
Dec. 10, 1913,
.Dec.
Ü at Nancy
Notice is hereby given that Charles
is
given
Notice
hereby
Mrs.
Dcea
Notice is hereby given that
M
N.
who, on A. Kobel, of Roy, N M. who on Nov. Stone, Of Roy, N. M. who on Aug. 19,
. Stanley, of So ano,
Oct. 10, 1910 Sept. 17, 1913, made HE
7
for NWi
1, 1910, made HE Serial 1ÜÜ7, made HE No
25, lMS-Jui- e
and Additional entry, Serial
'
No'. 02320 and later filed additional Section 22, Twp. 20 N, Range 27 E. N.
f r Ei NEJ, Sec. 13, L ts 1 &( homestéad entry Serial 011441, NEi M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of
3 Sec. 18 Twp. 19 N. Rg. 27 E. Ei NEJ
Sec. 20 Township intention to make Final five year
Sec. 20 and-SEand Wi NEJ Section 13,. Town-.shiRange 27 E. N. M. P. proof, to establish claim to the land,
20 N,
26 E.
19
N, Range
Meridian, has filed notice of inten above described, before F.H. Foster,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
tion to make Three Year F roof, to U. S. Com., at his office at Ray,
make final Three Year Proof to estab- establish claim to the land above N. M., '''on the 20, day of March,
lish claim to the land above described described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. 1914.
before F H. Foster, U.S. Commissoner
Claimaut names: as witnesses,
ommissioner.at his office, Roy, N,M
John Criswell,
at his office in Roy, N.' M., on the on the 5, day Of March, 1914.
Ogden Sr.,
P. A. Powell,
Mrs.
14th day. of March. 1914.
Powell,
P, 'A.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses;
all of Roy, N. M.
William Bowman,
Oscar A Million, William Hill,
Walter Ross,
y Paz Valverde.
Joseph Allen, George W Hutchison, A. S. Hoskins,
John W. Mackey, ,
Begister.
M.
N.
Roy,
of
all
M.
N.
All of Solano.
Paz Valverde,
o
.
17
Paz Valverde,
Notice For Publication
Register,
Register
.

Wi

M0-2--

Notice for Publication

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M

all

Notice for Publication

Register.
t

0258-1916-

012236-01699-

1,

i

v

p

P.

1

12-2-

12-20- .1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Notice for

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Dec. 29, 1913,

Notice is hereby given that Epifanio
Gonzales of Bueyeros, N M who on
made HE 06319 No 73166 for
Si SEi of Section 14 and Wi NEi
Section 23, Twp, 20, N. Range
30 E, N M P Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make five
to establish claim to the land
before N. T. Baca,
described,
above
U S Commissioner, at his office atGal-legos- ,
N M, on the 24 day of March,
year-proof-

1914,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Miguel Gonzales y Baca,
Francisco Martinez,
Telesforo C de Baca,
Feliciano O de Back,
All of Bueyeros, N M,
Paz Valverde.
Register.

,

Re-Publicati-

on

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Dec. 23, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Andrew
Smith, of Roy, N, M, who on
made HE 18232, Serial Nos,
05067-0996-

4,

for Si SEi, Si SWJ Sec4

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

on

Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M,
Dec. 23 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Ida F
Ross, of Solano, N. M. who on Oct. 18
1910 made HE No 012280, for Ni SEi
sec. 5andWiNWiSec. 8, Twp, 18
N., Range 27 E. N. M. PMeridian
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register & Receiv er U.S. Land Office at
Clayton,NMon the 27 day of February

and S Wi Sec 3, Twp 19 N Rg 2r?E NMP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
proof to esto make Final Five-yeadescriabove
land
to
the
claim
tablish
&
of U S
Receiver
Register
bed, before
M.
N.
Land Office at Clayton,
1914.
,
on the 18th day of February, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses,
Albert E Clifford,
Levi J Culver,
William Baum,
Vidal C Martinez,
John Beckraan,
Donald P Upton,
E. J, H. Roy,
W. A. Brumage,
All of Solano, N. M.
all of Roy, N, M,
. Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register.
Register.
r

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
.

--

Dec 29, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Alexander
R. Berentz, of Mills, N. M. who, on
1
March 1, 1907, made HE
21
Township
1,
for SEi, Section
MeriP.
M.
North Range 25E. N,
dian has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,,
before P. H. Foster, U. S. Commis- -'
sioner, at his office, at Roy, N. M. on
the 23 day of March 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Archibald C. Meikle, Jesse E La Rue,
Benjamin Hobsou Charlie Weatherill,
All of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
04620-1561-

1--

2 7

Register.
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Mutton Is Now More in Favor
Food Than Formerly.

as

Slaughtering of Animal Is Quite Important Factor Value of Fruit In
the Home Is Underestimated
Needed on Farm.
Mutton never has been as highly
appreciated in America as it is today.
Probably one reason for this has been
the supply of cheap beef that this
country has enjoyed up to the past
few years. Now that the days of
cheap beef are over, it is necessary
that some substitute for it be found.
Mutton Is the logical solution of the
problem, according to Bulletin 20 of
the department of agriculture on the
management of sheep on the farm.
It ie true that the people have to be
educated more thoroughly as to its
value, but mutton is now more in
favor as a food than it used to be. A
particular class of American people
who have underrated mutton are the
farmers, many of whom keep a flock
yet seldom, if ever, slaughter one for
their own use. A lamb or sheep could
frequently be killed for use by the
owner and it would prove to be cheaper than buying meat. There would
also be the satisfaction of knowing
wholethat the mat wae fresh-an- d
some.

Probably one reason why mutton
has not been mofé popular on the
farm is that not enough care has been
exercised in slaughtering the sheep.
To get the best mutton a sheep should
be slaughtered that is in good health;
gaining rather than losing flesh. It
should be in fairly high condition also,
as this Insures more tender and juicy
meat If the animal is too old the
mutton will be tough and unsavory.
No feed should be given for 24 to
26 hours before killing or the carcass

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

sometimes spiced and are considered
by many to be a delicacy when prepared in this way.
After dressing, the carcass should
be cooled to 40 degrees, "or as near
that as possible. In the summer it
will be necessary to have ice for this
purpose. Where there is a farm refrigerator the carcass can be placed
in it, provided there is a circulation
of dry air and no objectionable odors
are present. Mutton can be kept for
a week or ten days under these condiSmart Set Woman Helped Out the Entertainment ,
tions.
- Much of the sheepy flavor of mutton
comes from the generation of gases ttf ASHINGTON. A smart set woman was entertaining a box party musical
in the stomach after the sheep Is if comedy Monday night She was wholesome of figure, with a cleverly,
killed. For this reason sheep Bhould conserved throat line and one of those satisfactory heads that can stand sim
be dressed as rapidly as possible. A
plicity of hair fixing. Her dress was a filmy whit
platform six oreight inches high is
something all over sparkles, and there was a
a convenient thing to work on and
sage rose giant specimen of the mllllneribus .
aids in keeping the blood away from
maklana that wanted to flare a vivid crimson,
the body, insuring a cleaner carcass.
but thought it more stylish to smolder the latest
Water or blood on the whole makes
dull red. Every woman knows.
it very difficult to dress the animal
For company there were other smart set women
nicely.
with more or less conserved throat lines; an exceedingly full dress man, of an age that if NaThe Value of Fruit In the Home.
ture had her innings ought to be doing the home
circle act with slippers and cigar; another who,
The common fruits, because of their
suggested a student lamp midnight oil variety .
low nutritive value, are not, as a rule,
turned human; and a
estimated at their real worth as food,
The third was a youngish and distinguished
states the department of agriculture.
smart setter who looked as if Mother Nature had
Fruit has great .dietetic value and
said to herself while creating him: 'IH cut this
should be used generously and wisely,
one out of my Burton Holmes pattern."
both fresh and cooked. Fruits Bupply
entertaining as the woman with the
discriminatingly
so
was
But
none
a variety of flavors, sugar, acids and a
good
material inside. To the student
satisfactory
the
which
shows
head
necessary waste of bulky material for
was seriously Interesting, and her
lamp
she
to
man,
who
ran
brains,
doubtless
aiding in intestinal movement They
right
stuff for the fat man, who anyare generally rich in potash and soda laughably humorous banter was Just the
body could see dearly loved his joke,
salts and other minerals. Most fresh
She opened a vanity box, looked in its mirror and dabbed some powder
fruits are cooling and refreshing. The
'"
"
on her nose.
vegetable acids have a. solvent power
The other women who were looking and listening, and the pattern young
on the nutrients and 'are an aid to diman who was looking and talking, Ignored the powder dabbing with a
gestion when not taken in excess.
that implied it to be so common a proceeding as not to be worth
Fruit and fruit juices keep the blood noticing. So that was all there was to that.
in a healthy condition when the supAt least it would have been all if it hadn't been for the people In the
ply of fresh meat, fish and vegetables
orchestra, and the opposite galleries, and the standing room onliers, banked
is limited and salt or smoked meats agáinst
the aisle across and one musician who passed the good work along to
constitute the chief elements ot his brothers of the brasses and the drums. It had been rather a long wait
diet. Fresh fruit is generally more ap.
between curtains, and everybody in the house always allowing for exceptions
petizing and refreshing than cooked.
was staring at the boxes to pass the time.
For this reason it is often eaten in
And the smart set woman accommodatingly helped them out
too large quantities, and frequently
when underripe or overripe; but when
of good quality and eaten in moderate
It Was Only a Watch" He Didn't Care
quantities it promotes healthy intesti- Seeing
nal action and rarely hurts anyone.
If eaten immoderately, uncooked THOMAS R. SHIPP, the executive secretary of the National Conservation
called on President Wilson one bright morning in September to
fruit is apt to induce Intestinal dis
turbances. If eaten unripe, it often ask the president to deliver an address at the convention of the congress.
causes stomach and intestinal irrita' While they were talking, a beii tinkled sometion; 'overripe, it has a tende&cy to where, and the president picked up the telephone
ferment in the alimentary canal, receiver. No one wished to talk to him, however.
"I wonder what that was?" remarked President
Cooking changes the character and
flavor of fruit and while the product Wilson.
Mr. Shipp, whose, face showed signs of embaris not so cooling and refreshing, as in
theraw state, it can, as a rule, be rassment, pulled out a remarkable looking watch
eaten with less danger of causing It had devices of all sorts on it
"I think it was this," said Mr. Shipp. "It Is a
stomach or intestinal trouble. If sn
watch
that Colonel White of the executive comgar be added to the cooked fruit, the
of the conservation congress brought to
mittee
A
be
nutritive value will
increased..
large quantity of sugar spoils the fla me from Switzerland. It has phosphorescent
3
vor ot the fruit and is likely to make hands, which may be seen in the dark. It has a
device to ring the time of day or night at
it less easily digested.
intervals; it has the sun, moon and stars,
Nowhere is there greater need of a
setting; a calendar and an almanac
rising
and
generous Bupply of fruit than on the
an alarm. You see. I had this en
It
also
has
farm, where the diet is apt to be
you at 10 o'clock, and set the alarm for that time. But I vas
gagement
with
restricted in variety because of the
distance from markets. Every farmer ushered In a bit early. The bell went off promptly, you see."
"Seeing that is only a watch, I do not object" said the president, with a
should raise a generous supply of the
smile.
"It might have been some Republican sounding the alarm."
kinds of fruit that can be grown in
his locality. Wives and daughters on
the farms should find pleasure in serving these fruits in the most healthful Secretary Daniels' Sons Are Practical Boy Scouts
and tempting form. There are a large
number of simple, dainty desserts that
DANIELS, aged twelve, and Frank Daniels, aged ten, sons ol
can be prepared with fruit and with- JONATHAN of the Navy Daniels, are enthusiastic Boy Scouts, and know all
out much labor. Such desserts should
"first aid to the injured" operation of their guild. ..They were out bl- leave the pie as an occasional luxury of the
cycling recently with Paul Heiss, aged nine, son
instead of allowing it to be considWS NOSE'S ALL
of A. E.. Hess, a Washington newspaper man,
ered a dally necessity.
ChTJ
ap
when Nathan Scott, another
In the season when each kind of
peared In the distance on a new Christmas bicycle
iruit is plentiful and at its best a
which he manipulated with a good deal of ungenerous supply should be canned fox
steadiness.
the season when both fruit and fresh
The newcomer, a grandson of former Senator
vegetables are scarce. A great deal
Scott of West Virginia, managed to keep hh
of the fruit should be canned with
course until he got into the midst of the trio,
little or no Bugar, that it may be aa
when his machine collided with that of Jonathan,
nearly as possible in the condition of
young Heiss wa
and in the resulting mix-u- p
fresh fruit. This is the best condition
some
distance on his face across
pulled along for
for cooking purposes. A supply oí
piece
of roadway.
rough
particularly
a
glass Jars does cost something, but
Neighbors rushed to the scene and picked
charged to future years, as with propPaul up, bathed his face and turned him over to
er care the breaking of a Jar need be
his mother. A doctor was hastily summoned and
a rare occurrence. If there be an
Frank Daniels danced around excitedly suggesting
abundance of grapes and 6mall, juicy various things. When the doctor appeared on the scene his first motion wai
fruits, plenty of juice should be toward Paul's bloody nose, as though to see if it were broken.
canned or bottled for refreshing
"Oh. doctor, that's all right," exclaimed Jonathan. "His nose is all right
drinks throughout the year.
We stood him up against a tree and tried that the first thing."
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Good Mutton Breed.
will be reddish looking and unattractive, and there will be more danger of
the woolly taste. However, plenty of
water should be given. The sheep
should not be allowed to become excited or overheated, nor should it be

driven a long distance immediately
before slaughtering. If something of
this kind has taken place the sheep
should be allowed to recover from it
before being killed.
Lamb and mutton should never be
used for food until it is thoroughly
cooled out. Lamb is as good as it
ever will be as soon as it is thoroughly
cooled, but mutton improves with ripening for a week at 40 to 45 degrees
F. Mutton can be corned, but It is
not as palatable nor is it as nutritious
as the fresh meat. The hams are
.
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THE

PERSONAL and!
;
Í
LOCAL
Jrvin OgdenJr. started out Mon-

day with the bean thresher adjusted for threshing cane seed
and maize. He will mke the
circle of Palouse Valley this week
and clean up all the larger jobs.
We will then bring, the machine
to Roy and hitch it to some
engine here where those having
small amounts ot seed can bring
it in and have it threshed.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

First American Cigar Factory.
The first American cigar factory
was established in Connecticut in
1810. By 1825 there were numerous
small cigar factories in Connecticut,
Kentucky, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, yOhio, New York, Maryland and
Virginia. Tue first tax levied on domestic cigars and other tobacco products was laid under tho internal revenue law of 1862, which was a war reveno measure.
4

Married Ir Her Everyday Clothes.
nineteen-year-olLeavenworth
girl eloped with a Leavenworth boy
of the sama age and a',er the ma
riage ceremony she called up hwf
toother anJ broke the news. "Yoj
didn't get married In
dress you
wore today?" was the first thing the
mother said, but she got around to
the "Bless you, my children, bless
you" before she hung up the receiver.
Kansas City Star.
A

SALMON UP THE WILLAMETTE

d

Tributary of the Columbia It Well
Stocked With Fish, According to Reports.

tat

Salmon are ascending the Upper
Willamette in larger numbers than for
years, says Lou Rathbun, deputy fish
warden, who visited Oregon City recently and reported that schools of
the fish were jumping up the ladders
provided for them at Willamette Falls.
During the. winter corporations engaged In logging above are permitted
to place gates across the upper end of
the ladders so as to conserve the
water supply, and owing to high water
it was not until recently that the gates
wer removed this season, so the
passage of the fish was delayed. Mr.
Rathbun says that the salmon go upstream to where the McKenzie river
is reached, as there is a state fish
hatchery on the latter stream. Anglers
are permitted to within 200 feet of
Willamette Falls, so the traveling salmon are not disturbed gaining the
upper river. Portland Oregonian.

.

Fairview Pharmacy;
quarters for Valentines.

ATTENTI

Head-

Mrs. Wm. Baum came in with
her husband Wednesday and
visited among friends in town
during the day. We imagine it
does get lonesome out on the
claim all day and every day,
We're really glad we are not a
woman when we think of what
they have to put up with. ,

Fred Meffert. of the Palace Bar
is taking, chances on another
year of the
S--

)iic

10L

i

or

)
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In Order to Reduce Our Stock
We are Offering
FOR GASH
- ONLY- -- As Follows....
Per. Cwt.

Old Homestead Flour.
Sugar,

$2.60

Per.Cwt.

Wage Too Minimum.
M. P. is telling a story of
a man who complained to three
friends, an Englishman, a Scotchman
and an Irishman, that his servant
was constantly breaking china.
"What do you think I ought to
o with her?""he asked plaintively.
The practical Englishman said:
' Discharge her!" But as she was otherwise an excellent servantlier mas- ter was unwilling to do that
"Then, take It out of her wages,"
suggested the thrifty Scot.
"That wouldn t do much good," was
the reply, "for her wages a;-less
than the amount of damage she does."
"Then raise her wages," said
the Irishman promptly. Pearson'
Weekly.
An

I

$5.60

Irish

e

Mr. and Mrs. T.O. Scott, of
the Roy Dairy Farm, are driving in together delivering milk
from their new road wagon this
week. They seem more like two
voung people out buggy riding
than the staid heads of a family
providing for the family so rapidly growing up at home.

Per. Cwt.

Potatoes,

$2.00

$1.C0

20 Lbs. Beans,
5 Lbs.

"Red-Win-

1

$1.00

25c Coffee,

g

;

10. Cans Hominy,

$1.00

3 Can Sweet Ccrn,

25c.

-

3 Cans Leader Peas,
Fred Fluhman was in town
Monday and took out a load of
supplies for the family. He is
hauling corn to town to market
now that the roads are good
again. He has about 5,000 bushels of corn to market this spring
And yet they try to tell us this
isn't a corn country.
Department of
this office has boen busy this
week on work for local business
The

Job-wor-

Miss Lillian Griner has taken
a vacation from her position at
the Dry goods counter at the
Goodman store and is out on her
claim planning for the summer's
Carlos
operations.
farming
Branch is in her place in the Dry
goods Department during her
absence.
Miss Mabel Russel and her
friend. Miss Maud Melton, returned to her home in Tucumcari
Monday after a pleasant visit at
the C. A, Armor home. Their
many friends' here miss them
and their sprightly ways.

25c.

Other articles at at the samel cv prices,
Call and get OUR PRICES at once as this
will last for only a short time.

Of-fe-

snow-boun-

r

announce to our out of town
w: wish to. ane
especially those on the

k

men and legal blanks. We have
just printed a lot of Warranty
Deeds and can supply the increasing demand for them as
well as most other blank
'
forms.

The fibers of wood are strongest
ear the center of the trunk.
When it comes to secrets of the
heart, what woman is not more than
half clairvoyant? So it was that Miss
daughter of a
Editha Loring-Jones- ,
baronet of England, had guessed,
by. a
though
chaperone, the love that plain
John Paul proudly an American
bore her.
It was true that Mrs. Orangeia
Whelpley, the chaperone, relict of the
late Maj. Whelpley, who had obtained
his final discharge at Calcutta from
the hand of the world's greatest commercial general, had been strictly
charged by Miss Editha's father to see
that no upstart Yankee had aught to
do with the young lady's affections.
Young people are meant for young
people's company, and so Editha's
heart went out to plain John Paul.
Plain? Well, he had won a degree
at college, and, as the leading lawyer of tho little western town of Open-valhad been sent to the state senate,
so that many q his letters were
properly addressed to "Hon. John
Paul." But he cared little for titles,
being willing to dispense with eves,
the ordinary "Mr."
As even the strictest chaperone
can't make one a prisoner, It happened on an August day that when John
Paul ran his new 20 horsepower car
to the edge of the platform of Open-ral- e
depot, Miss Editha Loring-Jonedainty in all the feminine "fixings,"
came with outstretched hand to" bid
him farewell.
"It's going to seem mighty lonesome
out here after you're gone," he announced, mournfully, when the first
greeting was over.
with"At least, we can say good-bystrainWhelpley
out that horrid Mrs.
ing her ears to catch our last words,
as If one could talk of nothing but
love, love, love!"
"Why,' where is Mrs. Whelpley?"
She's got aboard the train. She's
horribly afraid of being left, bo she's
taken the tickets for both of us and
secured our seats. I've no doubt she's
In fidgets, but she won't care to leave,
although-th- e
train stops here ten

Rural Route, that we are prepared to take special care all Mail Orders, and Parcels Post Deliveries. We respectfully solicit your Business and
assure you it will be given careful attention.
--

N.M,
LUj
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Dicker Hardly Possible After That.
In the haymarket one afternoon a
couple of farmers stopped to talk
crops ana horses. "Are you in the
market for a good horse?" asked one.
"Always ready to dicker," the other
answered. "Ever see that little bay
mare of mine?" "I think I know the
critter."-- , "How'd you like to own
her? She's yours at
price." Gathering up his lines preparatory to leaving the spot, the other
farmer replied: ''Well, John, I'd buy
her this- morning, but I hate to bust
a dollar."
rock-botto-

-

I

IQE

hyper-conven-ti-

"""

e,

GOODMAN MERCANTILE COMPANY,
ROY,

d

3

Honesty Universal In Finland. .
The Finns place their money and
valuables In holes In the ground and
cover them with a big leaf. Such
treasure is sacredly respected by all
who pass it; but, in the rare event
of a man wishing to borrow of his
neighbor during his absence, he will
take only the smallest sum he requires, and place a message In the
hole telling of his urgent need, promising to repay the amount on a specified date. And he will invariably keep
his word, for the Finn is Invincible In
his Independence.
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For Sale

o
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CPANISn-AMEPJCAl-

LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

Hogs

ri

'
.

Jersey" and
Chester White" hogs for sale,
33 head of "Duroc

c

consisting of Brood sows, Shotes
Will sell them
and weanlings
worth the money or will trade
for anything I can use.

The management of the New
Mexico State Pair has instituted
a sort of Contest along Education
al lines. They seem to take it
from the fact that the Pouitry
Department is the best patronized of the Fair that i(t is the one
to be encouraged andaré offering
as premiums settings of eggs
from high class stock.
They urge the teachers of the
rato wit h them in
State to"
enterprisethis
- ,We should be
glad to tell moro about it if type
was easier to set and we had less
local news to record. ,.
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Cow
old, larce and in fine condition
will be fresh in June, Kansas1
tive-year-

We Do All Kinds of

brecfand eligible to Registry.
Herforcl
Also a Short-Tlor- n
heif erd G montiis (.Id. . A beauty,

grown in
fept in perfect

Letter Heads, Envelopes, Statements, Dodgers! Invitations,
Business Cards, Announcements, Programs,
'

.

'

-

-

'of' "Sumach" Cane
seed, guaranteed pure stock.

:

and all Classes of Fancy1
Printing

Matures as early as Dwarf Milo

BRING US YOUR WORK

,

Siberian Miilet

The

lbs. of - Home.-GrowSiberian Millet seed, good quality
..
bright and clean.
"
3,000

n

Standard-Ble-

I have

4

d

Book

Calling Cards, Legal Blanks,

.

.

2,000. lbs.;

'

1

SUCH AS.

Ambir , Cane Seed,

,

Fn THYw lvn
i

15,000 to 20,000 pounds of Pure

Spanish-America- n

ROY, N. M.

ti

Horses

sFn prnrir".

Standard Bred, Ro'id

Sta'lions which will be kept for
Also '04
service this season.
his head of Brood mares, Fillies and
colts all Standard Bred Trotters
aad Pacers, Among them are

at

belong

T

JOB

Cane Seed

Mhize.

W

s

'

they

J

E

4-

.OneShort-Uor- n

i

Weekly' in Northeastern New Mexico

Oklahoma in 11)12,
issued condition and guaranteed to all
The Weekly News-Lette- r
' ',
by the Dept, of Agriculture is' a gerininhte.

'where
feet.

niwnTiir--

isimsw

Cows

Có-op- e

very attractive little sheet dealing
with farm Topics and is an, evidence that 'the Dept. realizes ful- iy xiiau me nope ol ims nmiun
rests with the Farmers. The
rest' of us may ,try to make it
appear that we are the "Aristocracy" but there is not a pro
fession, art, manufacture or office
that can exist without the farmer
They exist for 'the sole purpose
of catering to him and whan he
gets to realize his own 'importance he will easily compel all the
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an ñ. district to ride an d e xhlbit a sample Latest Model
tonce
i fi r i,
nujvt j wv r vw'.v. w
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wish.

,v,í.,Kr,,imQTriHíiafhobir-vHBn(li)ntittoanytestyo-

If you a re then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the bl-
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CyClo SHIP ll Uiw;.
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ussiuui ojumiuuuu

v
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rc
We furnish, the highest grade bicycles It is
.and three
span o f three
FQR SALF
Ml
F
possible to make at one small profit above
I r íáiy
to m middlemen 9 profl ta by
actu al factory cost. You save
A yearling studs, all eligible to i:
mules, "sound and all right.
behind your
directof us andhtve the manufacturer'seuarantxe
BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyme at
RiOT
DO
bicycle
advj
paper
office.
this
in
at
this
bargain. Enquire
registry, See
any price until you receive our catakxrues and learn our unheard of
breeding.
later for
receive onr boantiM c&t.
VH
I V" f 'Tffl?i"?""1 when yon
"' vam
logue ndetriflyonrBuprbmololt
4 ifcfc lififi lUé.íi.
Illy
thehlghest grad
We
von
rear.
ma
nan
this
Mel
..ir,.
R
mti
j
Call on me at, the James
pn.fl
..Tíññ .r torv. We re tetisflpd with
th
íu"",T'i.I
bicycles
our
under y uur
yon
sell
can
BboVe' factory wt. BICYCLE DEALtk,
Roy,
of
north
ton farm 12 miles
Uncle Billy Vance came back ,7 miles northeast of Mills, N. 'M,
Btores. Thene we cl.r
taken in trada by our CbleaKO retail
bargain llrtg mailed free.
.,,!tw If number on hand
5,
from 3 to 4 or 10. Demirlptlv
peda!, parte, repairs
and
chain,
from Cimarron this week. He
í
Imported
Vi?
roller
"f
"I
Si
Vt .inwhaeta,
rN1
M. George.
J.
!s looking better: End ought to
'ft
stay witw thechildren but he
Senaca Poultry Food makes
likes Roy better.
hens lay white the price is high
V
y n remtlnr retaO prioé pf thené
'
s,
25u a package at Fairview
UreU$l(MOperpafr.Mtointre- Ü. M. .Martinez vvas in town
'
Humilde tw
fu yoa a eampiv jntirjur vi,
wilhordi'r
..
m f
He reports
again this Week.
i
Li
Ll r ..H i w i h
Ir out.
Nails, Taokt or Cta will not let
things at the State Reform School
A hundred thousand pairs sold last year.
Laws of Physics. :;f
in all si?es. it k
jr f"
Tr f laMade
of which he is a Member o the
lively and easy
Caustic Calkins dropped his watch
and line.,! IriMiiiñ With.
tispecial quality of rubtwr,
Hoard of Regents, are going on on the sidewalk. "Did it top?"
which never be- - X
flag"As
the
Jones.
Solicitous
porous
uw
nuu
wiiiou
comes
smoothlv and the institution
They weigh
flotlc the thick rubber tr
without allowing air to escape.
ging
four inches thick," replied punctures
is
j
strips B'
more than an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting
iio
running very satisfactorily,
' .. I puncture
ln rim trin "M"
jayeraui
jualiíie3 being given Dy
Calkins, "it did. But I think, if I g
Good
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fif

two-year-o- ld
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900 acres on the Carrizo, 17
.

D.

miles east of Roy. Fine auto
) oad all
the way out Running
water the year round, 100 acres
alfalfa land subject to irrigation.
1,000 acres adjoining can be purchased right also. . More water
than can be uséd on the land. C.
Large tract of "Vega" (Meadow)

'hay land.
Will sell this ranch

v

r

r
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,

imu.sm

a price

to prevent rim cutting. This
m"j "
llrw Will
r,J
.

V

p,,kserT,

-

.

S. DurriQ,

ELASTIC

,

. ..

fktorrjey at Law
U. S. Ccmn)issioner

Solaooi

N. M.

price quottyl aoo.-- . or wnwior our
k iií!h of tlroa ana Diryeie quipmnnuu

--

FLOYD MORRIS

Practical Pho tographcr

at

t

y EA3Y KIOÍNO.
4.8 per pair. AU orders
received We wiil ship C.O.D. on approval, lou do strictly as represented
need'to riav a cent until vou exami tie and find them

.

Ranch For Sale
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severei

i r irnuEai in iv.ií
'i
iM
i VII VUU
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i n muí tIOUIIU
I'm
LUCyftlCU
uivum
a heavier watch.t it may go tbrougf tires
i""
13 S1U.W V;r iJinr, uuk iui nuiwus
are making a special factory price to the rider of only
next time.."
shipped same day letter Is

Picture! taken by appointment only,
i
Post cards $1.00 a dozen.

Tlie Roy Cafe
Mrs. Ida E.' Watson, Prop.

.

-- t,

The
high-clas-

s

S-- A.

'

ip!r

for local news and
Job Work!

Household Goods for Sale
that cannot fail to be attractive, Mounted Photoes $1.35 up First
Class Meals' Good Rooms. Enquire at this office.
and dailx mail on ranch
Postofñcc
'
Competent Service.
Kodak finishing of all kinds
For further information apply to
Guaranteed.
Satisfaction
Block,
Great-Weiter- n
Chile con Carne served every
ofilce or address.
the
Mexico.
New
:
Roy, :
N. M.;?!"'
claywith hot biscuits lOcts. Hot
Rov.
,
Jess Maiauff,.
'
Oriental note
Coffee, Set.
Pitif N. M .
S--
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